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Quantitative photoacoustic tomography (QPAT) is a hybrid medical

imaging modality that combines high-resolution ultrasound tomography with

high-contrast optical tomography. The objective of QPAT is to recover certain

optical properties of heterogeneous media from measured ultrasound signals,

generated by the photoacoustic effect, on the surfaces of the media. Mathe-

matically, QPAT is an inverse problem where we intend to reconstruct physical

parameters in a set of partial differential equations from partial knowledge of

the solution of the equations.

A rather complete mathematical theory for the QPAT inverse problem

has been developed in the literature for the case where the speed of ultrasound

inside the underlying medium is known. In practice, however, the ultrasound

speed is usually not exactly known for the medium to be imaged. Using

an approximated ultrasound speed in the reconstructions often yields images
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which contain severe artifacts. There is little study as yet to systematically

investigate this issue of unknown ultrasound speed in QPAT reconstructions.

The objective of this dissertation is exactly to investigate this important

issue of QPAT with unknown ultrasound speed. The first part of this disser-

tation addresses the question of how an incorrect ultrasound speed affects the

quality of the reconstructed images in QPAT. We prove stability estimates

in certain settings which bound the error in the reconstructions by the un-

certainty in the ultrasound speed. We also study the problem numerically

by adopting a statistical framework and applying tools in uncertainty quan-

tification to systematically characterize artifacts arising from the parameter

mismatch. In the second part of this dissertation, we propose an alternative

reconstruction algorithm for QPAT which does not assume knowledge of the

ultrasound speed map a priori, but rather reconstructs it alongside the original

optical parameters of interest using data from multiple illumination sources.

We explain the advantage of this simultaneous reconstruction approach com-

pared to the usual two-step approach to QPAT and demonstrate numerically

the feasibility of our algorithm.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The field of inverse problems is a diverse branch of mathematics

devoted to the study of determining a mathematical model, model parameter,

or quantity of interest which is not directly observable, from some related and

observable data. A simple example of an inverse problem is: Given a matrix

A and vector ~y, with the relation

A~x = ~y

determine the vector ~x. A more challenging example is: Given climate data

measured at a few specific locations for certain times, determine the climatic

activity at other unmeasured locations and times. Inverse problems arise in

many areas of study, such as engineering, geoscience, medicine, atmospheric

science, computation and finance. They are typically characterized as ill-

posed, which refers to having either a high sensitivity to noise in the observed

data or model, or to having either no solutions or a wide collection of distinct

solutions. Indeed, in our first example, the properties of A determine not only

whether the solution ~x exists and is unique, but also whether the problem

is well- or ill-conditioned (i.e. whether ~x can be identified reasonably or not

given a noisy version of ~y). These questions of uniqueness and stability of the
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solution lie at the heart of inverse problem theory. Since inverse problems are

often motivated by real-world applications, one is also typically interested in

obtaining feasible algorithms for solving the problem numerically, so that the

solutions may be used for identification, classification, prediction, or diagnostic

purposes.

For inverse problems in e.g. biomedical or geophysical imaging, where

one is interested in studying the interior properties of a biological tissue or

the Earth without direct invasive methods, the most desirable approaches to

the imaging problem are those that have both high contrast (sensitivity to

differences) and high resolution (ability to capture detail). However, many

imaging modalities, such as MRI and ultrasound, can only offer either high

contrast or high resolution but not both when considered independently. This

is due to the nature of the physical experiment and the properties of the tissue.

For example, ultrasound imaging has good resolution because biological tissue

generally have weak acoustic scattering, thus the ultrasound wave propagation

model is straightforward to invert. However, ultrasound images suffer low

contrast for tumor detection, as tumors have similar mechanical properties to

surrounding healthy soft tissues and are thus hard to identify using only this

information. Another imaging technique, diffuse optical tomography (DOT)

has high contrast since optical absorption and scattering properties are directly

related to the tissue’s molecular structure and are thus sensitive to anomalies

such as tumors. DOT has limited resolution, however, due to the strong light

scattering effect of biological tissue. Various properties of biological tissue and
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their suitability for imaging purposes have been studied extensively [27, 65,

95, 97, 132].

Many well-studied and widely-used imaging modalities have such

drawbacks. This motivates current research towards improved models and

methods. One general strategy for overcoming the low resolution or low con-

trast of existing modalities is to combine them with other existing modalities

with complementary properties. When a high-resolution modality can be cou-

pled with a high-contrast one via physical effects, the result is called a hybrid or

coupled-physics imaging modality. Combining different types of imaging pro-

cesses for improved image quality is a recent area of interest in the biomedical,

engineering and mathematics communities [5, 13, 114]. In particular, the com-

bination of ultrasound imaging techniques with optical imaging techniques can

provide high-resolution imaging of the critical optical properties of biological

tissues. The main idea of this combined approach is to first use the ultrasound

modality to obtain high-resolution data related to the optical properties to be

imaged, in the interior of the imaging domain. One then uses these high-

resolution interior data to reconstruct similarly high-resolution images of the

desired optical properties using the optical modality.

Quantitative photoacoustic tomography (QPAT) is one such hybrid

imaging modality, combining the high resolution of ultrasound with the large

contrast of optical waves in biological tissue via the photoacoustic effect. The

experimental procedure in QPAT, visualized in Figure 1.1, is as follows. A

short pulse of near-infrared (NIR) light is sent into the medium of interest.
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Figure 1.1: The photoacoustic tomography experiment. The cat is illu-
minated by a short pulse of NIR light and absorbs energy which is converted
into an ultrasound pressure field by the photoacoustic effect. The waves prop-
agate outwards and are detected by ultrasonic devices. This data is used to
recover the cat’s interior optical properties and generate a quantitative image.

The energy delivered by the laser light is scattered and absorbed inside the

medium and a portion of the absorbed energy is converted into heat. This

causes thermal expansion, which is in turn the source of an ultrasonic pressure

field. The ultrasound wave field propagates through the tissue to the surface,

where it is detected by an array of ultrasonic transducers. In the QPAT in-

verse problem, outlined in Figure 1.2, one seeks to recover the interior optical

properties of the tissue from these measurements of the acoustic pressure on

the tissue surface. Photoacoustic tomography is quite promising for biomed-

ical applications, both for its high contrast and high resolution as well as its
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Figure 1.2: The photoacoustic tomography inverse problem. First, the
PAT experiment is performed (pink boxes). The mathematical models for the
optical and acoustic processes involve different properties of the medium which
are typically unknown, highlighted in red. The inverse problem of reconstruct-
ing the medium’s optical properties from measured ultrasound data is usually
solved in two steps (blue boxes).

advantage of being noninvasive and relatively harmless. In real applications,

PAT images have been used to monitor blood flow in the skin, the brain, and

in small animals, to monitor neural activity in zebrafish, and to detect can-

cerous tumors in human breast tissue [82, 116, 130, 136]. For more discussion

of QPAT from a biomedical perspective we refer to [129].

The QPAT inverse problem has been a subject of active mathemati-

cal research for the past ten years. During this time, a number of results have

emerged for theoretical and computational solutions to the inverse problem

posed in different physical settings and with different assumptions. It is of-

ten the case for hybrid inverse problems that some parameters in the model

must be fixed in order to obtain reconstructions of other parameters of greater

interest. One major assumption which appears throughout the QPAT litera-

ture is that while the optical properties of the medium are the unknowns of
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interest, the acoustic properties of the medium, namely the ultrasound speed,

are known. In this case both uniqueness and stability with respect to noise in

the measured data have been established, and reconstruction algorithms have

been proposed and tested with real imaging data of biological tissue.

The stability of the reconstructions is of critical importance for ap-

plications of QPAT and of inverse problems in general. In inverse problems,

different kinds of errors exist which must be dealt with in order to achieve

stability: measurement errors in collecting the data, numerical errors in de-

sign and implementation of reconstruction algorithms, and model errors in

obtaining an accurate mathematical model of the phenomenon which is also

amenable to theoretical study and feasible for computations. An inverse prob-

lem is stable if it can be solved reasonably well despite these errors, i.e. if a

small perturbation in the setup causes limited artifacts in the reconstruction.

It is extremely challenging to obtain practically useful reconstructions for an

unstable problem with high sensitivity to errors, even if it is uniquely solvable.

While QPAT with the assumption of known ultrasound speed is sta-

ble with respect to measurement errors in the surface data and can be ac-

curately solved with the developed reconstruction algorithms, in practice the

ultrasound speed within the tissue is unknown. However, this parameter is

required by the algorithms and so must be approximated, for example by

setting it equal to the ultrasound speed in water. Using an approximate ultra-

sound speed in the reconstruction algorithms will yield images which contain

artifacts due to this modeling error [60]. Such artifacts limit the usefulness
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of quantitative PAT images for medical diagnostic and monitoring purposes.

The stability of the QPAT inverse problem with respect to this modeling error

has only recently been partially examined [91].

Further inquiry in this direction, particularly a quantitative analy-

sis of the propagation of model parameter uncertainty into reconstructions,

will offer context in which to consider real QPAT images reconstructed under

the assumption of known (but inaccurate) ultrasound speed. To study the

stability of a problem with respect to incompletely known parameters is the

purpose of the field of uncertainty quantification. This question of stability of

QPAT with respect to modeling error also leads to the question of whether the

QPAT inverse problem can still be solved by some alternative method when

the ultrasound speed is an additional unknown quantity of interest. It would

be particularly valuable if this parameter can be reconstructed along with

the optical properties of the medium at the same time with a single experi-

ment. This would eliminate the artifacts due to modeling error, and provide

reconstructed images of the medium’s optical and acoustic interior properties,

additional knowledge which may be useful in practice. QPAT in this setting

has not yet been well-studied. In this dissertation we investigate this issue of

QPAT with unknown ultrasound speed.

The rest of this dissertation is structured as follows. In Chapter 2,

we present extensive background information on the quantitative PAT inverse

problem in different settings, including theoretical results on uniqueness and

stability as well as numerical algorithms for image reconstruction. We will see
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that typically QPAT is solved in two steps, and in the first step we require

a priori knowledge of the ultrasound speed within the tissue, which is often

not available in practice. We also present the closely related hybrid inverse

problem of quantitative fluorescence photoacoustic tomography, to which our

research in this dissertation also contributes. This inverse problem has the

same acoustic process as QPAT and is solved in a similar manner, thus it also

has the same requirements on the ultrasound speed.

In Chapter 3, we present our contribution to the stability of QPAT

and the related inverse problem QfPAT with respect to model parameter un-

certainties. We quantify the errors in reconstructed optical parameters of

interest due to model errors, in particular the errors due to inaccurate ultra-

sound speed and optical diffusion coefficient. We derive stability estimates in

simplified settings which bound the error in the reconstruction by the error in

the model parameters. In the general settings where stability is much more dif-

ficult or impossible to prove, we use computational tools from the uncertainty

quantification literature to characterize the errors numerically.

Next, we present in Chapter 4 our contribution to one-step simul-

taneous reconstruction of ultrasound speed and optical parameters in QPAT.

With the standard two-step approach to QPAT, it was recently shown that si-

multaneous reconstruction in the first step is unstable with one data set [121].

Further, adding multiple data sets does not stabilize the problem. We take an

alternative one-step approach to simultaneous reconstruction in QPAT in order

to overcome this stability issue. With this approach we develop reconstruction
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algorithms for both the linearized and fully nonlinear inverse problem which

take advantage of multiple illumination data to stabilize the reconstructions.

Finally, we offer a concluding discussion and outline some future research di-

rections in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

A Review of QPAT

In this chapter we discuss the generally accepted mathematical mod-

els for the physics of both the acoustic and optical processes of QPAT. We

then present a collection of theoretical results related to QPAT reconstruction

to give more information on the inverse problem and an idea of how it has

been solved in the past, as necessary background for the current research in

this field. For other good overviews of photoacoustic tomography, we refer the

interested reader to [13, 22, 32, 71, 73, 79, 96, 113, 129, 131].

We note first that the two effects in the QPAT experiment–transport

of electromagnetic radiation and transport of sound–occur at significantly dif-

ferent time scales. This justifies a time-scale separation and suggests that

the reconstruction of the optical or electromagnetic properties of the tissue is

naturally a two-step process [14]. In the first step, we use the high-resolution

ultrasound modality to solve a well-posed inverse problem for the initial con-

dition of an acoustic wave equation, as described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. In

the second step of QPAT, we quantitatively reconstruct the high-contrast op-

tical parameters using the initial condition data obtained from step one. This

inverse problem is discussed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. For completeness we will
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then briefly mention the optical process in the experimental setting of multi-

ple wavelengths in Section 2.5 and the related inverse problem of quantitative

fluorescence photoacoustic tomography (QfPAT) in Section 2.6 before closing

with some summarizing remarks in Section 2.7.

2.1 Acoustic models

The propagation of ultrasound pressure waves is most accurately

modeled by the wave equation. We consider an object of interest Ω, which is

a bounded open domain in Rd (typically d = 2 or 3) with sufficiently regular

(typically smooth) boundary ∂Ω. While QPAT can be done with an elastic

wave equation model, as in [124], we focus our attention on the acoustic wave

equation in this dissertation. The pressure p(t,x) is typically taken as the

solution to the acoustic wave equation in the bounded domain enclosing Ω, or

in free space [1, 6, 14, 19, 42, 73, 96]:

1

c2(x)

∂2p

∂t2
−∆p = 0, in R+ × Rd

p(0,x) = H(x)χΩ(x), in Rd

∂p

∂t
(0,x) = 0, in Rd.

(2.1)

The waves propagate out from the tissue with speed c(x) > 0 and

with an initial pressure distribution H(x) inside the tissue. The ultrasound

speed is frequently assumed to be smooth or piecewise smooth, with c(x) = 1

outside of Ω. In the majority of past literature it is also assumed to be a

known quantity. Often it is taken to be constant; for example, by fixing

c = 1, or by taking the speed of sound within an unknown biological tissue
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to be equal to the speed of sound in water. While a constant sound speed

within the medium simplifies the mathematics, it is not an accurate model

for the physics in many practical applications, for example in breast and brain

imaging. In these situations a variable and possibly discontinuous sound speed

is more appropriate. While this wave equation model assumes no ultrasound

attenuation, these effects have also been studied, for example in [7, 8, 25, 35,

70, 110, 125, 126, 127, 128]. We will assume no attenuation effects in the rest

of this dissertation.

The ultrasound data is recorded by a detector array outside the tissue

for a fixed measurement time T > 0. Point detectors are most commonly

studied and will be assumed in this work, although line detectors and planar

detectors may also be used, as in [29, 52, 92, 93]. The detectors are arranged

on a surface S enclosing or partially containing Ω. Often the surface S is

assumed to be ∂Ω, in which case the data has the form:

ΛcH := p|(0,T )×∂Ω. (2.2)

That is, Λc is the operator which maps the initial condition of the wave equa-

tion (2.1) to its Dirichlet boundary data. Importantly, this operator depends

on the known ultrasound speed. In some cases we may instead measure Neu-

mann boundary data of the form:

ΛcH :=
∂p

∂n

∣∣∣∣
(0,T )×∂Ω

. (2.3)

In either case, we have an inverse source problem for the acoustic

wave equation (2.1), using as data either the Dirichlet (2.2) or Neumann (2.3)
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boundary pressure values. These types of problems have been investigated in

a variety of settings, which we describe briefly in the next section.

2.2 Selected results for inverting the acoustic process

Reconstruction of the initial pressure distribution H(x) from mea-

sured data ΛcH has been studied under various assumptions regarding the

geometry of Ω and the ultrasound speed c(x). The simplest case is when c

is constant and the detector array is a sphere around the tissue, so that the

acoustic source is completely contained within the observation surface. This

case has been studied extensively from an integral geometry perspective and

uniqueness results as well as explicit inversion formulas (called back-projection

algorithms) have been developed [2, 3, 39, 51, 53, 72, 75, 89, 135]. In this

setting, the key lies in having a formula for inverting the spherical mean op-

erator [40]. The back-projection methods perform well numerically; however,

in the case of the source H(x) extending beyond the measurement surface S,

these formulas give incorrect reconstructions. Explicit inversion formulas in

non-spherical but still convex geometries were proven in [57] and numerical re-

construction algorithms for curved measurement surface S partially enclosing

the tissue were developed in [77].

In the case where c is constant but the geometry is not spherical,

uniqueness results and an approach based on eigenfunction expansions were

developed in [1, 76]. The algorithm reconstructs the acoustic source by ex-

panding it in terms of eigenfunctions of the Laplacian with Dirichlet boundary
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conditions on the observation surface S. While the formula holds for arbitrary

geometries, for sources with compact support but not necessarily contained

within the observation surface S, and for both constant and variable sound

speeds with a non-trapping condition (described below and also in [1]), it is

difficult to implement feasibly in the variable speed case.

Stable and unique reconstruction of H(x) from measured data ΛcH

is a very complex problem when c(x) is not constant, which has been explored

in many situations; see for example [1, 55, 56, 100, 119, 120]. One natural

assumption to make regarding the ultrasound speed in this case is the non-

trapping condition mentioned above. Essentially this assumption requires that

all singularities of c(x) eventually become “visible” after a sufficiently long

time, meaning no waves can be trapped within the domain for all times. The

results for QPAT in the variable ultrasound speed case depend not only on the

non-trapping condition but also on whether the speed is smooth or has jump

discontinuities, the length of measurement time T , whether data is available

on the entire boundary or only some portion of it, and whether there is any

additional a priori information on H. The results are generally encouraging

and multiple reconstruction algorithms have been proposed.

One popular reconstruction approach is the time reversal algorithm

[7, 34, 41, 56, 127]. The idea is that, assuming certain conditions are satisfied,

the acoustic pressure p(t,x) and its time derivative ∂tp(t,x) will essentially

vanish inside Ω after a sufficiently long time T . We can then take zero initial

conditions for the wave equation at t = T and solve it backwards in time, using
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the measured boundary data ΛcH as boundary conditions, to reconstruct the

pressure field at t = 0 within the domain. This approach has the advantage

of being widely applicable and having an easy implementation using standard

finite difference schemes. A comparison of time reversal with back-projection

and a far-field approximation approach was done in [24]. Error estimates for

this method have been proved in [55], and suggestions for avoiding “artifact

trapping” (when vestigial waves, caused by the mismatch between the true

wave speed and the parameter used in the algorithm, reflect continually inside

the domain and cause artifacts) are made in [34]. Although the method is not

exact, it typically provides fairly accurate reconstruction when T is chosen

large enough but not too large.

Another reconstruction approach makes use of an explicit formula

for H(x) involving a convergent Neumann series. We briefly discuss the idea

of the algorithm here; for more details and proofs we refer to the papers

[100, 119, 120].

Any possible pressure field p(t,x) in the domain Ω has an energy

associated to it at each time, given by

E(p(t)) =

∫
Ω

|∇p(t,x)|2 +
1

c2(x)

∣∣∣∣∂p∂t (t,x)

∣∣∣∣2 dx.

Any Cauchy data (f, g) for the acoustic wave equation also has an energy given

as above, with ∇p = ∇f and ∂tp = g. In particular, if g = 0 then the energy
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of (f, 0) is given by the square of the Dirichlet norm

‖f‖2
HD(Ω) :=

∫
Ω

|∇f |2dx.

Supposing we are given some measured boundary data h(t,x) defined on

[0, T ]× ∂Ω, we solve the elliptic problem

∆φ(x) = 0, in Ω
φ(x) = h(T,x), on ∂Ω.

(2.4)

That is, φ is the harmonic extension of h(T, ·). Then we solve for v through

modified back projection:

1

c2(x)

∂2v

∂t2
−∆v = 0, in (0, T )× Ω

v(t,x) = h(t,x), on [0, T ]× ∂Ω
v(T,x) = φ(x), in Ω

∂v

∂t
(T,x) = 0, in Ω.

(2.5)

We may then define the left pseudo-inverse of the operator Λc

Ah(x) := v(0,x), in Ω̄. (2.6)

In most situations, the operator A is not an actual inverse of Λc, but we do

have

AΛc = I −K,

where K is an “error” operator. It has been shown that K as an operator from

HD(Ω) to itself has norm at most one [119]. Further, there is the following

theorem of Qian et al:
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Theorem 1. ([100, Theorem 3]) Let c(x) be non-trapping, and let T be

sufficiently large. Then K defined above is a contraction on the space HD(Ω),

I−K is invertible there, and the QPAT acoustic inverse problem has an explicit

solution of the form

H(x) =
∞∑
m=0

KmAh, h(t,x) := ΛcH. (2.7)

To make practical use of this result as a reconstruction algorithm,

we need to know how to compute the actions of the operators A and Λc.

The authors suggest a second-order finite-difference time-domain method to

solve (2.5) and thus compute the action of A, and a PML method to solve

the forward wave equation (2.1) for the action of Λc. One advantage of this

method is that it is exact, i.e. we can then iteratively compute terms in

the Neumann series until we have recovered H(x) to the desired accuracy.

Another significant advantage is that the measurement time T required for

good reconstruction is not so large as that required for time reversal [100].

Recently some iterative methods for recovering the source by mini-

mization have been proposed in the case of variable sound speed [81]. Their

performance is compared with the time reversal and Neumann series methods

in various settings, and found to be superior in a high-noise setting.

Finally, we emphasize that all reconstruction results presented here

rely on having accurate knowledge of the acoustic wave speed c(x). This

assumption is somewhat problematic in real applications and a current subject

of research, which we discuss in Chapters 3 and 4.
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2.3 Optical models

Using the reconstructed map of absorbed radiation H(x) as the data,

the second step in QPAT, called the quantitative step, is to reconstruct the

optical parameters of interest: the light scattering and absorption coefficients,

as well as the Grüneisen coefficient Υ(x), which describes how efficiently the

medium converts light energy in the experiment. Many studies assume the

Grüneisen coefficient is a known constant, but it is more realistic to allow it

to be variable and unknown.

There are two commonly used mathematical models available to de-

scribe the propagation of photons in a biological tissue, depending on the

strength of the photon scattering effect within the tissue. In the regime of

mild or moderate scattering, where a majority of photon particles are only

weakly scattered by the tissue structure during transport but neither ballistic

nor scattering actions can be neglected, the radiative transfer equation is the

most accurate model for the physics. In highly scattering media, the diffusion

equation is an acceptable approximation. For a more thorough discussion of

these models and a comparison of each we refer to [11, 14, 19, 103, 104]. We

will briefly describe both models here.

Weak scattering regime. In this regime, the photon density is a function

of both position and direction. The phase space is denoted by X = Ω× Sd−1,

where Ω is our domain of interest in Rd and Sd−1 is the unit sphere. Let

Γ± := {(x,v) ∈ ∂Ω× Sd−1 : ±n(x) · v > 0}
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denote the outgoing and incoming boundaries of X, where n(x) is the outward

unit normal vector at position x. Then the photon density u(x,v) solves the

steady-state radiative transfer equation

v · ∇u(x,v) + σa(x)u(x,v) = σs(x)K(u)(x,v), in X
u(x,v) = g(x,v), on Γ−.

(2.8)

The boundary condition g(x,v) is controlled in the experiment as the incoming

illumination pattern. The parameters σa(x) and σs(x) denote the unknown

absorption and scattering properties of the tissue, which are often isotropic in

practical application and thus independent of the direction v. The operator

K describes the tissue scattering and is defined by

K(u)(x,v) =

∫
Sd−1

K(v, ṽ)u(x, ṽ) dṽ − u(x,v),

where the measure dṽ satisfies
∫

Sd−1

dṽ = 1. The scattering kernel K(v, ṽ)

represents the scattering of photons from direction ṽ into direction v. It is

typically taken as the Henyey-Greenstein phase function for QPAT and other

biomedical imaging applications [11].

There are some results devoted to QPAT in this regime which we

present briefly in the next section, for example the papers [14, 33, 83, 140].

There is also a vast literature for other inverse problems in radiative trans-

fer, such as optical tomography and fluorescence tomography. We refer the

interested reader to [18, 66, 123] and the references therein. We note that the

radiative transfer equation typically requires expensive numerical methods to

solve, and efficient algorithms are highly desirable for applications in biomed-

ical imaging but challenging to develop [15, 47, 54, 102]. A majority of the
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literature for QPAT accepts the diffusion regime as an accurate enough and

considerably cheaper model, as will we in this dissertation.

Strong scattering regime. In the diffusive regime, where the tissue is

highly scattering, the photon density u(x) satisfies the diffusion equation

[12, 19]:

−∇ ·D(x)∇u(x) + σ(x)u(x) = 0, in Ω
u = g(x), on ∂Ω.

(2.9)

As in the transport regime, the boundary condition g(x) is the illumination

pattern which is controlled in the experiment. The coefficients D(x) and σ(x)

describe the unknown diffusion and absorption properties of the tissue.

The data for this second step of QPAT is H(x), the map of total

absorbed energy converted into pressure by the tissue, which was reconstructed

as the initial condition of the acoustic wave equation in the first step. In the

transport regime, the data has the form:

H(x) = Υ(x)

∫
Sd−1

σa(x)u(x,v) dv. (2.10)

The integral represents the total photon energy absorbed at the location x,

which is converted via the photoacoustic effect with efficiency Υ. In the diffu-

sive regime, the data is simply [19, 42]:

H(x) = Υ(x)σ(x)u(x). (2.11)

The inverse problem for the second step is to recover the optical properties of

the tissue, either σa and σs in (2.8) or D and σ in (2.9), as well as the Grüneisen
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parameter Υ, from data of the form (2.10) or (2.11). The uniqueness and

stability of the problem have been studied in both regimes and rely on having

multiple data sets H(x) obtained from different illumination patterns g, as we

will see in the next section.

2.4 Selected results for inverting the optical process

The second step of quantitative photoacoustic tomography has been

studied from both theoretical and numerical perspectives in recent years. In

this section we present first some results from [14] which develop uniqueness

and stability of the problem in the transport regime, then the results from [83]

on numerical reconstruction algorithms. For more details and proofs we refer

to the papers and their references. We will then discuss some theoretical and

numerical results for QPAT image reconstruction in the diffusive regime.

Weak scattering regime. For the transport regime of weakly scattering

media, theoretical results of uniqueness and stability rely on having knowledge

of the full albedo operator,

A :
L1(Γ−, dξ) 7→ L1(Ω)
g(x,v) 7→ H(x)

, (2.12)

where the measure dξ = |n(x) ·v|dµdv and dµ is the usual Lebesgue measure

on ∂Ω. This operator depends on all three of the optical coefficients Υ, σa, and

σs. With some reasonable assumptions on the geometry of the domain and

smoothness of parameters, the idea is to analyze this measurement operator
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and decompose it into singular components, which give information on the

ballistic photons (which do not scatter) and on the photons which scatter only

once. Using this singular decomposition, there is the following stability result:

Theorem 2. ([14, Theorem 2.3]; [83, Theorem 3.1]) Let (Υ, σa, σs) and

(Υ̃, σ̃a, σ̃s) be two sets of optical coefficients satisfying some regularity assump-

tions. Let A, Ã be the corresponding albedo operators. Let σ = σa + σs and

σ̃ = σ̃a + σ̃s. Then for any (x′,v′) ∈ Γ−,

τ+(x′,v′)∫
0

∣∣∣∣Υ(x′ + tv′)σa(x
′ + tv′)e

−
t∫
0

σ(x′+sv′)ds

− Υ̃(x′ + tv′)σ̃a(x
′ + tv′)e

−
t∫
0

σ̃(x′+sv′)ds
∣∣∣∣ dt

≤ ‖A− Ã‖L(L1(Γ−,dξ);L1(Ω)). (2.13)

The norm in the above theorem is the operator norm, as a linear

operator from L1(Γ−, dξ) to L1(Ω). This stability result yields unique recon-

struction of two coefficients if the third is known [83, Corollary 3.2]. The

stability and uniqueness results for the weak scattering regime rely on having

full information of the albedo operator. However, simultaneous reconstruction

of all three parameters is not guaranteed even with this full information. In-

deed, it is not expected due to theory for QPAT in the diffusive regime, which

we will describe later.

A number of numerical approaches have been proposed for recover-

ing the optical parameters (Υ, σa, σs) in the weak scattering setting. In [15],
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the authors propose an algorithm following the theory of [14] involving the

singular decomposition of the albedo operator. This approach requires highly

accurate estimations of the singularities of the forward transport problem,

which is accomplished by rotating the computational domain so that propaga-

tion of singularities is aligned with one of the axes of the Cartesian grid. Once

the singular components of the albedo operator are determined, the scatter-

ing and absorption coefficients can be obtained by an iterative scheme. The

computational cost of the method is fairly high.

A common technique for general inverse problems is a minimization

approach, such as regularized least-squares. The minimization approach for

QPAT in radiative transfer regime was applied in [83]. The authors studied

the full nonlinear inverse problem as well as the linearization by Born approx-

imation. Using data sets {H∗i }
Ng
i=1 of the form (2.10) obtained from multiple

illuminations gi, they minimized the objective functional

Φ(Υ, σa, σs) :=
1

2

Ng∑
i=1

‖Υσa〈ui〉v −H∗i ‖2
L2(Ω) (2.14)

by calculating its Fréchet derivatives ([83, Theorem 3.5]) and using them in a

gradient-based optimization algorithm. The reconstructions are demonstrated

numerically to be of high quality, and they can be improved by collecting

additional data sets H∗.

Finally, we remark that explicit reconstruction formulas for particular

illumination setups have been recently derived in [83].
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Strong scattering regime. We now move to consider again the highly

scattering regime and its diffusion model. The uniqueness and stability of the

QPAT inverse problem in the case of known Grüneisen parameter Υ was first

studied in [19]. Unlike in the weakly scattering regime where information is

required on the full albedo operator, i.e. on every possible illumination pat-

tern g and generated internal data H, the authors prove that uniqueness and

stability are possible with only two well-chosen data sets, provided certain

geometric and smoothness assumptions are satisfied. These results were ex-

tended in [16] to the case where Υ is also unknown, and in [20] to more general

inverse coefficient problems for elliptic equations. We summarize some results

below and refer to the papers for the proofs.

Theorem 3. ([16, 19]) Let Ω be an open bounded domain with smooth bound-

ary. Let (D, σ,Υ) be sufficiently regular and known on the boundary ∂Ω. For

the inverse diffusion problem in QPAT,

1. Two well-chosen illuminations g1, g2 provide two independent functionals

µ(D, σ, Υ) and q(D, σ, Υ) given as in [16, Equation 6]. They may be

used to uniquely reconstruct two of the three parameters, provided the

third is known.

2. The reconstruction of µ, q is Hölder-stable. Reconstruction of (D, σ,Υ)

is also stable.

3. It is impossible to reconstruct uniquely all three parameters of interest
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without additional prior information, regardless of the number of illumi-

nations.

As we mentioned earlier, simultaneous reconstruction of all three

optical parameters cannot be done uniquely in the diffusive regime even with

unlimited illumination data, i.e. with full knowledge of the problem. Since this

diffusion model is an approximation of radiative transfer, it seems unlikely that

uniqueness can be achieved in that regime either.

The reconstruction method presented in the proofs of [16, 19], called

the vector field method, is explicit and can be done in two main steps. The first

step involves solving a transport equation to obtain the pair of functionals µ, q

relating the three parameters D, σ, and Υ. The second step requires solving

an elliptic equation to reconstruct, say, D and σ from knowledge of (µ, q) and

Υ. We briefly present an overview of the method, and refer to the papers for

further details.

The vector field method proceeds as follows. Let H1 and H2 be two

sets of data corresponding to two illumination patterns g1 and g2 respectively.

Multiply the diffusion equation for u1, i.e. (2.9) with boundary condition g1,

by u2, the solution to (2.9) with boundary condition g2. Similarly, multiply the

equation for u2 by u1. Subtract the first equation from the second to obtain

−∇ · (Du2
1)∇u2

u1

= 0, in Ω

u2

u1

(x) =
g2

g1

(x), on ∂Ω.
(2.15)

Using the fact that
u2

u1

=
H2

H1

and Du2
1 =

D

σ2
H2

1 , the equation above may be
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rewritten as

−∇ · D
σ2
H2

1∇
H2

H1

= 0, in Ω

D

σ2
(x) = D|∂Ω

g2
1

H2
1 |∂Ω

, on ∂Ω.
(2.16)

This is a transport equation with unknown variable
D

σ2
. The vector field

β := H2
1∇

H2

H1

is known from the data H1 and H2. If the boundary values D|∂Ω

and H1|∂Ω are known, then we may solve this equation. Further, results in [19]

ensure that (an open set of) illuminations g1 and g2 exist such that β satisfies

the conditions for (2.16) to have a unique solution. Thus we solve (2.16) to

reconstruct the functional µ2 :=
D

σ2
and complete the first step of the method.

Now since Du2
1 = µ2H2

1 , the diffusion equation for u1 can be rewritten

as

−∇ · µ2H2
1∇

1

u1

= H1, in Ω

1

u1

=
1

g1

, on ∂Ω.
(2.17)

This is an elliptic equation for
1

u1

. Since g1 is assumed positive and bounded

below by a positive constant, we can solve the above equation stably for
1

u1

and use it to construct σ =
H1

u1

and D = µ2σ2.

The advantage to the vector field method is that it turns the nonlin-

ear inverse problem into two linear problems, which can be solved uniquely,

stably, efficiently and non-iteratively, and couples them together algebraically.

The drawback is that we require knowledge of the optical coefficients on the

boundary ∂Ω. A modified version of the vector field method using boundary

current data was developed in [105].
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While the vector field method is efficient when the optical parameters

are known on the boundary, a number of iterative reconstruction algorithms

have also been proposed which do not require such knowledge. A simple iter-

ative reconstruction algorithm to recover the optical absorption was proposed

in [31]. An algorithm to recover both absorption and scattering coefficients,

based on Bregman iteration, was developed in [46, 48].

Finally, we refer the interested reader to [33] for a comparison of

QPAT reconstruction using either diffusion or radiative transfer optical model.

2.5 The optical process with multiple wavelengths

To complete the discussion of current results for quantitative pho-

toacoustic imaging, we present the multi-spectral approach. In the biomedical

imaging literature, one is often less interested in the total absorption coeffi-

cient than in identifying each separate chromophore which contributes to the

total absorption and their concentrations within the tissue. To perform such

a separation, additional data is necessary. The standard model is to assume

that the tissue’s optical parameters depend on the wavelength at which the

tissue is illuminated, and to collect data from multiple illumination patterns

of different wavelengths. Thus in multi-spectral QPAT (MS-QPAT), the op-

tical wavelength now enters into consideration as a variable λ. Typically in

biomedical applications, e.g. [30, 32], the optical coefficients depend on the
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wavelength in the following way,

D(x, λ) = α(λ)D(x),
Υ(x, λ) = γ(λ)Υ(x),

σ(x, λ) =
K∑
k=1

βk(λ)σk(x),
(2.18)

where K different chromophores are present in the tissue and the functions

α(λ), γ(λ), and {βk(λ)}Kk=1 are known. The problem is mathematically studied

in the weak scattering regime in [83] and in the highly scattering regime in

[17]. To illustrate the idea of multi-spectral QPAT, we present briefly the

wavelength-dependent diffusion model,

−∇ ·D(x, λ)∇u(x, λ) + σ(x, λ)u = 0, in Ω× L
u(x, λ) = g(x, λ), on ∂Ω× L. (2.19)

Here L ⊂ R+ is the set of wavelengths at which we experiment. The interior

data is also now wavelength-dependent,

H(x, λ) = Υ(x, λ)σ(x, λ)u(x, λ), ∀(x, λ) ∈ Ω× L. (2.20)

The setup is similar in the weak scattering regime, with the parameter λ

introduced into the equations (2.8) and (2.10).

The uniqueness and stability results in the multi-spectral setting

build directly on the single-wavelength results presented in Section 2.4 for

both weak [83] and strong scattering regimes [17]. Parameter reconstruction

proceeds in a similar manner, and stability estimates are identical. For the

diffusive model, the problem can be solved numerically either by the vector

field method described previously, or by reformulating it as a minimization
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problem and using nonlinear least-squares. The wavelength-dependent recon-

struction problem with the radiative transfer model can be solved similarly by

minimization. While we focus on the single-wavelength QPAT inverse problem

in this dissertation, we refer interested readers to [17, 30, 32, 67, 78, 83, 142]

and their references to learn more about the multi-spectral approach from

mathematical and biomedical perspectives. We expect that the results of this

dissertation can also be extended to MS-QPAT, which may become part of

our future work.

2.6 Quantitative fluorescence photoacoustic tomogra-
phy

We now present a closely related hybrid medical imaging modality

which has only recently been studied [107, 108]. Quantitative fluorescence pho-

toacoustic tomography (QfPAT) is a combination of fluorescence tomography,

which we have mentioned in Section 2.3, with ultrasound tomography. The

experimental setup of QfPAT is visualized in Figure 2.1. In this experiment, a

fluorescent biochemical marking agent is injected into the medium of interest,

which accumulates on specific tissues such as tumors. The medium is then

illuminated by an external source of NIR light at wavelength λx. The exter-

nal illumination excites the marking agent, which emits its own NIR light at

wavelength λm as a result. These coupled optical processes, which occur simul-

taneously at their different wavelengths, trigger the photoacoustic effect when

photon energy is absorbed from both excitation and emission light. The ul-
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trasound pressure field is generated and then propagated through the medium

via the same acoustic process as in QPAT.

Figure 2.1: The optical process of fluorescence photoacoustic tomog-
raphy. The cat is first injected with fluorescent markers which accumulate on
the desired interior structure. When the cat is illuminated by a short pulse
of NIR excitation light, the fluorophores react by emitting their own light.
The absorption of light from both excitation and emission wavelengths causes
thermal expansion, which generates the initial ultrasound pressure field.

The mathematical model for the optical process of QfPAT is a sys-

tem of coupled partial differential equations, one for the excitation wavelength

and one for the emission wavelength. In the weak scattering regime, the equa-

tions are radiative transport equations similar to (2.8) [107]. For the strong

scattering model, we use the following system of coupled diffusion equations,
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similar to (2.9) [4, 9, 26, 28, 50, 74, 85, 108, 118],

−∇ ·Dx(x)∇ux(x) + (σa,xi + σa,xf )ux(x) = 0, in Ω
−∇ ·Dm(x)∇um(x) + σa,mum(x) = ησa,xfux(x), in Ω

ux = gx(x), on ∂Ω
um = 0, on ∂Ω.

(2.21)

Here the subscript x refers to excitation wavelength quantities and m to emis-

sion wavelength quantities. The external excitation source appears as the

boundary condition gx. The absorption coefficients are denoted σa and the

diffusion coefficients by D. Absorption coefficients with subscript i are prop-

erties of the medium, while those denoted with subscript f are properties of

the fluorescent markers. The sum σa,x = σa,xi+σa,xf is the total absorption at

excitation wavelength due to the tissue and the fluorophores respectively, and

we define σa,m similarly at emission wavelength. The fluorescence absorption

coefficient σa,xf is proportional to the concentration ρ(x) and the extinction

coefficient ε(x), i.e. σa,xf = ερ. The coefficient η(x) is called the quantum

efficiency of the medium. The product of the quantum efficiency and the

fluorescent absorption coefficient is called the quantum yield.

Assuming as in QPAT that the ultrasound speed within the medium

is known, the unknown of interest to reconstruct in the first step of QfPAT,

which is also the data for the second (quantitative) step of the reconstruction,

is of the form

H(x) = Υ(x)

(
(σa,xi + (1− η)σa,xf )ux(x) + σa,mum(x)

)
. (2.22)

This initial absorbed energy map consists of two parts from the two wave-
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lengths. These components cannot be separated in the experiment. The

component ησa,xfux has been subtracted from the total absorbed energy at

excitation wavelength since this portion of the energy is used to generate the

emission light process, modeled in the second equation of (2.21). The absorbed

energy map is reconstructed in the same way as in QPAT from Section 2.2.

In the QfPAT experiment, there are many wavelength-dependent op-

tical parameters of interest to reconstruct. As we have remarked already, it

is often the case in hybrid inverse problems that some parameters must be

fixed so that reconstruction can be achieved for other parameters of greater

interest. This is the case in QfPAT as well. The absorption and scattering

of the tissue at excitation wavelength, (σa,xi, Dx), can be recovered via QPAT

before the fluorescent marking agent is injected. The absorption and scatter-

ing at emission wavelength, (σa,m, Dm), can also be reconstructed via QPAT

after the markers are injected. Thus in the QfPAT inverse problem it is often

assumed that the coefficients above, as well as the Grüneisen parameter Υ, are

known. With these assumptions, the unknowns to reconstruct in the second

step of QfPAT are η, the quantum efficiency, and ρ, the spatial distribution of

fluorophores in the medium.

It is clear from the experimental setup and mathematical models that

QPAT and QfPAT are very closely related. This hybrid imaging modality en-

joys the same properties of high contrast, high resolution, and relative harm-

lessness as QPAT. With the development of experimental fluorescent markers

which target specific diseases, this method can offer further advantages in
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biomedical applications. Some uniqueness and stability results for this prob-

lem have emerged recently which are similar to results in QPAT [106, 108].

From a mathematical perspective, however, there are still many open questions

to address for this inverse problem. We study both QPAT and QfPAT in our

investigation of the effects of model parameter uncertainty on reconstructed

images in Chapter 3 and discuss other possible extensions of our work to the

QfPAT inverse problem in Chapter 5.

2.7 Summary and related hybrid problems

In this chapter we have presented the QPAT inverse problem in detail

and explored much of the literature for this problem, which has been well-

studied in a variety of settings. We have seen that the inverse problem is

typically solved in two steps, and that the first step requires knowledge of the

ultrasound speed within the medium. Uniqueness, stability, and reconstruction

algorithms for both steps have been developed using this assumption. In the

following chapters we will study QPAT without this assumption, which is

the focus of our research in this dissertation. For completeness we have also

presented the multi-spectral and fluorescence variants of the QPAT inverse

problem. We close this chapter with a remark on another related hybrid

inverse problem.

Closely related to quantitative photoacoustic tomography is thermoa-

coustic tomography (TAT), in which short pulses of lower-frequency electro-

magnetic microwaves are directed into the medium rather than high-frequency
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optical waves. The inverse problem is then to recover the medium’s electro-

magnetic properties from the ultrasonic boundary pressure data. Like PAT,

thermoacoustic tomography has both high contrast and high resolution, con-

tributing to its importance in biomedical applications. From a mathematical

perspective, the two modalities are nearly identical since the acoustic process

is the same. The literature for the acoustic process of QPAT from Sections 2.1

and 2.2 also applies for TAT.
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Chapter 3

Characterizing Uncertainties in Photoacoustic

Tomography

We begin this chapter by recalling some basic facts about quantita-

tive photoacoustic tomography and its variant, quantitative fluorescence pho-

toacoustic tomography, from the previous chapter. We first recall the PDE

models for the optical and acoustic processes. In QPAT, we model the opti-

cal process by letting the photon density u(x) within the medium solve the

diffusion equation (recalling (2.9)),

−∇ ·D(x)∇u(x) + σa(x)u(x) = 0, in Ω
u = g(x), on ∂Ω,

(3.1)

where D(x) > 0 and σa(x) > 0 are the diffusion and absorption coefficients of

the medium and g is the illumination pattern. The absorbed energy which is

converted into the initial ultrasound pressure field, denoted by H(x), is given

as (recalling (2.11))

H(x) = Υ(x)σa(x)u(x). (3.2)

In QfPAT, the optical process is modeled by the system of coupled diffusion

equations (recalling (2.21)),

−∇ ·Dx(x)∇ux(x) + (σa,xi + σa,xf )ux(x) = 0, in Ω
−∇ ·Dm(x)∇um(x) + σa,m(x)um(x) = ησa,xfux(x), in Ω

ux(x) = gx(x), um(x) = 0, on ∂Ω.
(3.3)
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In this inverse problem, the absorbed energy map is given instead as (recalling

(2.22))

H(x) = Υ(x)

(
(σa,xi + (1− η)σa,xf )ux(x) + σa,mum(x)

)
. (3.4)

Both QPAT and QfPAT have the same acoustic model, which is the wave

equation (recalling (2.1)),

1

c2(x)

∂2p

∂t2
−∆p = 0, in R+ × Rd

p(0,x) = H(x)χΩ(x), in Rd

∂p

∂t
(0,x) = 0, in Rd.

(3.5)

Since a change of the medium’s optical properties has very little impact on

the ultrasound speed c(x) within the medium, the ultrasound speed and the

optical coefficients are treated as independent functions.

Inverse problems in QPAT and QfPAT are usually solved in two

steps. In the first step, one reconstructs the initial pressure distribution H(x)

in the acoustic wave equation (3.5) from measured ultrasound data (2.2) or

(2.3). Uniqueness and stability of the reconstructions, as well as some analyt-

ical reconstruction strategies, can be established both in the case of constant

ultrasound speed and in the case of variable speed. We have presented some of

these results in Section 2.2. In the second step of the inverse problem, one uses

the map H(x) as available internal data and attempts to reconstruct the opti-

cal properties of interest within the medium, mainly (Υ, σa, D) in QPAT and

(σa,xf , η) in QfPAT. For QPAT, it has been shown that one can uniquely and

stably reconstruct two of the three coefficients of interest if the third is known
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[16, 19, 105]. We discussed this in Section 2.4. When multi-spectral data are

available, as in MS-QPAT in Section 2.5, one can simultaneously reconstruct

all three coefficients uniquely and stably [17]. For QfPAT, it has been shown

that one can uniquely and stably reconstruct either σa,xf or η assuming the

other is known [108]. We discussed QfPAT in Section 2.6.

All of the results from the literature in Chapter 2, including those

above, rely on the assumption that the ultrasound speed c(x) within the

medium is known exactly. In practical applications, this parameter cannot

be known exactly and is often approximated. For example, in biomedical

imaging of tissues, it is frequently assumed that the ultrasound speed within

the medium of interest is the same as the ultrasound speed in water. However,

it is well-known that ultrasound speed in biological tissue can exhibit up to

ten or fifteen percent variation between soft tissues of different types [141].

Therefore, in QPAT imaging of tissues under the assumption that the ultra-

sound speed parameter is identically equal to the ultrasound speed in water,

reconstructed images will contain artifacts caused by the inaccuracy of the

ultrasound speed. Similarly, if we use an inaccurate quantum efficiency η to

perform reconstructions of the fluorescence absorption coefficient σa,xf in Qf-

PAT, these images may also contain significant artifacts due to this parameter

error.

The objective in this chapter is exactly to characterize the impact of

uncertainties in some model parameters, which we will call uncertainty coef-

ficients, on the reconstructions of other model parameters of interest, which
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we call objective coefficients, for inverse problems in QPAT and QfPAT. When

it is possible, we intend to derive stability results that bound errors in the

reconstructions with errors in the uncertainty coefficients, or to derive insta-

bility results by showing that such bounds do not exist. In situations where

it is too complicated to derive analytical results, we use computational tech-

niques developed in the uncertainty quantification community to perform such

a characterization numerically.

To set up the analysis, we will make the following assumptions for

the rest of this chapter:

(A-i) The domain Ω is bounded with smooth boundary ∂Ω.

(A-ii) The boundary illuminations g and gx are the restrictions of C4 functions

on ∂Ω. In addition, g(x), gx(x) ≥ τ > 0 for some constant τ .

(A-iii) The coefficients satisfy c(x) ∈ C∞(Rd), σa, σa,xi, σa,xf , σa,m ∈ C4(Ω),

D,Dx, Dm ∈ C3(Ω), and Υ, η ∈ C4(Ω).

(A-iv) All of the coefficients belong to a class

Aα = {f(x) : 0 < α ≤ f(x) ≤ α <∞, ∀x ∈ Ω}, (3.6)

with α and α being two constants. Each coefficient may belong to a

different class with different bounds.

With the assumptions (A-i)-(A-iv), it is well-known that the diffusion equa-

tions, (3.1) and (3.3), and the wave equation (3.5) are well-posed in the classical

sense [16, 19, 36, 38, 49, 58, 91].
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The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. In Section 3.1, we

characterize analytically the uncertainties in QPAT reconstructions of our ob-

jective coefficients (absorption coefficient and Grüneisen coefficient) due to

the uncertainty coefficients (ultrasound speed and diffusion coefficient). We

then perform similar analytical studies in Section 3.2 for the QfPAT problem.

We develop in Section 3.3 a computational strategy for numerical uncertainty

quantification in QPAT and QfPAT and present in Section 3.4 some numerical

simulations on uncertainty quantification using synthetic data. Concluding

remarks are offered in Section 3.5.

3.1 Uncertainties in QPAT

We now study in detail some uncertainty characterization problems

for QPAT. While we would ideally like to study the reconstruction of all three

optical parameters (Υ, σa, D), from the results in [16] we know that given

the interior absorbed energy datum H(x) defined as (3.2), it is impossible to

uniquely reconstruct all three coefficients simultaneously. In fact, only two of

the coefficients can be uniquely reconstructed unless multi-spectral data are

used. Therefore, in this section we will consider the reconstructions of (Υ, σa),

the two optical parameters which have the most important practical use. We

will study the uncertainties in the reconstructions of these two coefficients

caused by the uncertainties in the other model parameters in the system,

namely the ultrasound speed c and the diffusion coefficient D.
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3.1.1 The ultrasound speed uncertainty

We begin by focusing on the uncertainty in the ultrasound speed and

assume no uncertainty in the diffusion coefficient. In this setting the uncer-

tainty characterization is a two-step process. We first need to characterize the

impact of uncertainty in c(x) on the reconstruction of the internal datum (3.2)

via the acoustic process. We must then characterize the impact of uncertainty

in H(x) on the reconstruction of the optical coefficients (Υ, σa). The first step

of the uncertainty characterization has been studied by Oksanen and Uhlmann

in [91]. We now recall their results in a slightly simplified setting and refer to

the paper for a more general version of this theorem and its proof.

In the following, Λc is understood as in (2.2) as the operator defined

through ΛcH := p|(0,T )×∂Ω, where p is the solution to the acoustic wave equa-

tion (3.5). We have added the subscript c to emphasize the dependence of this

operator on the ultrasound speed.

Theorem 4. ([91, Theorem 1]) Let H̃ and H be the initial pressure fields

reconstructed from given datum ΛcH with the ultrasound speeds c̃ and c respec-

tively. Assume that ‖H̃‖H3(Ω), ‖H‖H3(Ω) ≤ CH , and ‖c̃‖C2(Ω), ‖c‖C2(Ω) ≤ Cc

for some constants CH and Cc. Then there exist εc, T and C such that

‖c̃− c‖C1(Ω) ≤ εc implies

‖H̃ −H‖H1(Ω) ≤ C‖c̃− c‖L∞(Ω)

∥∥ΛcH
∥∥1/2

H1((0,T )×∂Ω)
. (3.7)

For our first stability result, we study the reconstruction of Υ only
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assuming that the other coefficients are known. The following result is straight-

forward to verify.

Proposition 1. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 4, let Υ̃ and Υ be

the Grüneisen coefficients reconstructed with ultrasound speeds c̃ and c respec-

tively. Then we have,

‖Υ̃−Υ‖H1(Ω) ≤ C‖c̃− c‖L∞(Ω)

∥∥ΛcH
∥∥1/2

H1((0,T )×∂Ω)
. (3.8)

Proof. We first observe using (3.2) that

H̃ −H = (Υ̃−Υ)σa(x)u(x). (3.9)

Since σa and D are bounded away from zero and also bounded above, we

conclude that u(x) is also positive and bounded away from zero. Therefore,

the above relation implies that

‖Υ̃−Υ‖H1(Ω) ≤ C1‖H̃ −H‖H1(Ω). (3.10)

The result in (3.8) is then obtained by applying (3.7) to the above.

This result shows that the H1 norm error in the reconstruction of Υ

grows at most linearly with respect to the the maximal error in the ultrasound

speed c.

We now consider the reconstruction of the absorption coefficient σa,

one of the most important quantities in the QPAT inverse problem which is of

great practical use. It is usually the primary objective coefficient researchers
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are interested in reconstructing. We have the following stability result when

the other coefficients are known.

Theorem 5. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 4, let σ̃a and σa be the

absorption coefficients reconstructed with ultrasound speeds c̃ and c respectively.

Then we have,

‖σ̃a − σa‖L2(Ω) ≤ C‖c̃− c‖L∞(Ω)

∥∥ΛcH
∥∥1/2

H1((0,T )×∂Ω)
. (3.11)

Proof. Let ũ and u be the solutions to the diffusion equation (3.1) with absorp-

tion coefficients σ̃a and σa respectively. Define w = ũ−u. It is straightforward

to verify that w solves the following diffusion equation,

−∇ ·D∇w +
H̃ −H

Υ
= 0, in Ω

w = 0, on ∂Ω.
(3.12)

With the boundedness of the coefficients D and Υ, we deduce directly from

classical elliptic theory [38, 49] that

‖w‖H1(Ω) ≤ C1‖H̃ −H‖L2(Ω). (3.13)

We observe also from the definition of the datum H (3.2) that

H̃ −H
Υ

= σ̃aw + (σ̃a − σa)u. (3.14)

This, combined with the fact that u is positive and bounded away from zero,

leads to the following bound,

‖σ̃a − σa‖L2(Ω) ≤ C2

(
‖H̃ −H‖L2(Ω) + ‖w‖L2(Ω)

)
. (3.15)

We can now combine (3.15), (3.13), and (3.7) to obtain the bound in (3.11).
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In fact, the stability results in (3.8) and (3.11) can be generalized to

the case of simultaneous reconstruction of Υ and σa with D known. We prove

the following result in this case.

Theorem 6. Let g1 and g2 be two (well-chosen in the sense of [16]) illumi-

nation sources such that H := (H1, H2) uniquely and stably determines the

optical coefficients (Υ, σa). Under the same conditions as in Theorem 4, let

(Υ̃, σ̃a) and (Υ, σa) be the coefficient pairs reconstructed with ultrasound speeds

c̃ and c respectively, using data generated from g1 and g2. Then we have

‖q̃ − q‖L2(Ω) + ‖µ̃− µ‖L2(Ω) ≤ Cmax

{
‖c̃− c‖L∞(Ω)

∥∥ΛcH
∥∥1/2

(H1((0,T )×∂Ω))2
,

∥∥c̃− c∥∥ 4
3d+12

L∞(Ω)

∥∥ΛcH
∥∥ 2

3d+12

(H1((0,T )×∂Ω))2

}
, (3.16)

where µ =

√
D

Υσa
and q = −

(
∆
√
D√
D

+
σa
D

)
.

Proof. Let u1 and u2 be the solutions of the diffusion equation (3.1) for illu-

mination sources g1 and g2 respectively. Multiply the equation for u1 by the

solution u2 and similarly multiply the equation for u2 by u1. We take the

difference of these equations to get the following (recalling (2.15)),

−∇ · (Du2
1)∇u2

u1

= 0, in Ω

u2

u1

(x) =
g2

g1

(x), on ∂Ω.
(3.17)

Using the fact that H1 = Υσau1 and the fact that
u2

u1

=
H2

H1

, we can rewrite

this equation as

−∇ · µ2β = 0, in Ω

µ2 = D|∂Ω
g2

1

H2
1 |∂Ω

, on ∂Ω,
(3.18)
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where β = H2
1∇

H2

H1

. This is a transport equation for µ2. It was shown in

[16] that there exist g1 and g2 such that this transport equation is uniquely

solvable. Moreover, there is the following stability result,

‖µ̃− µ‖L∞(Ω) ≤ C1

∥∥H̃−H
∥∥ 4

3d+12

(L2(Ω))2 . (3.19)

We now define v =
√
Du1. It is well-known (and easy to verify) that v

solves the following elliptic PDE,

∆v(x) + q(x)v(x) = 0, in Ω

v = g1

√
D|∂Ω, on ∂Ω.

(3.20)

Let w = ṽ − v, where ṽ is the solution of the above equation with q̃. Then w

solves

∆w(x) + q̃(x)w(x) = −(q̃ − q)v, in Ω
w = 0, on ∂Ω.

(3.21)

We note that 0 is not an eigenvalue of the operator ∆ + q, otherwise 0 would

also be an eigenvalue of the operator −∇ ·D∇ + σ̃a. Since u is positive and

bounded away from zero, we conclude from this observation that

‖q̃ − q‖L2(Ω) ≤ C2‖w‖L2(Ω). (3.22)

We now need to bound w. We observe that under the transformation

v =
√
Du1, we have H1 = 1

µ
v. Therefore,

µµ̃
(
H̃1 −H1

)
= µw − (µ̃− µ)v. (3.23)

This gives

‖w‖L2(Ω) ≤ C3

(
‖H̃1 −H1‖L2(Ω) + ‖µ̃− µ‖L2(Ω)

)
. (3.24)
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Finally we combine (3.19), (3.22), (3.24), and (3.7) to obtain the sta-

bility estimate in (3.16).

3.1.2 Uncertainty due to diffusion coefficient

We now study the impact of uncertainty in the diffusion coefficient D

on the reconstruction of (Υ, σa). In this case, both the uncertainty coefficient

and the objective coefficients are involved only in the second step of QPAT

reconstruction. We therefore do not need to worry about the reconstruction

problem in the first step of QPAT. We will assume that the internal datum H

is correct and proceed with the study in the second step.

We will start once again with the reconstruction of the Grüneisen

coefficient Υ assuming σa is known. In this case we have the following stability

result.

Theorem 7. Let Υ̃ and Υ be reconstructed from H with diffusion coefficients

D̃ and D respectively. Then we have,

‖Υ̃−Υ‖L2(Ω) ≤ C‖∇ · (D̃ −D)∇u‖L2(Ω). (3.25)

Proof. Let ũ and u be the solutions to the diffusion equation (3.1) with diffu-

sion coefficients D̃ and D respectively. Define w = ũ− u. Then w solves

−∇ · D̃∇w + σaw = ∇ · (D̃ −D)∇u, in Ω
w = 0, on ∂Ω.

(3.26)

This gives, following standard elliptic theory [38, 49], the following bound:

‖w‖L2(Ω) ≤ C1‖∇ · (D̃ −D)∇u‖L2(Ω). (3.27)
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We observe also that, since the internal datum H reconstructed from the first

step does not change with D,

Υ̃σaũ−Υσau = Υ̃σaw + (Υ̃−Υ)σau = 0. (3.28)

This, together with the fact that u is positive and is bounded away from zero,

gives us

‖(Υ̃−Υ)‖L2(Ω) ≤ C2‖w‖L2(Ω). (3.29)

The stability in (3.25) then follows from (3.27) and (3.29).

For the reconstruction of the absorption coefficient σa assuming Υ is

known, we can prove a similar stability result.

Theorem 8. Let σ̃a and σa be reconstructed from given data H with diffusion

coefficients D̃ and D respectively. Then we have,

‖σ̃a − σa‖L2(Ω) ≤ C‖∇ · (D̃ −D)∇u‖L2(Ω). (3.30)

Proof. Let ũ and u be the solutions to the diffusion equation (3.1) with coef-

ficients (D̃, σ̃a) and (D, σa) respectively. Define w = ũ− u. Then w solves

−∇ · D̃∇w = ∇ · (D̃ −D)∇u, in Ω
w = 0, on ∂Ω,

(3.31)

where we have used the fact that σ̃aũ = σau, since the datum H does not

change with D and Υ is assumed known. Again standard elliptic theory [38, 49]

provides us with the following bound,

‖w‖L2(Ω) ≤ C1‖∇ · (D̃ −D)∇u‖L2(Ω). (3.32)
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Using the same argument as before, we obtain from the fact that H̃ = H

that

Υσ̃aũ−Υσau = Υσ̃aw + Υ(σ̃a − σa)u = 0, (3.33)

which in turn gives us

‖σ̃a − σa‖L2(Ω) ≤ C2‖w‖L2(Ω). (3.34)

The stability in (3.30) then follows from (3.32) and (3.34).

Finally, in the case of simultaneous reconstruction of (Υ, σa), we can

prove the following stability result.

Theorem 9. Let g1 and g2 be two (well-chosen in the sense of [16]) illumina-

tion sources such that the data H := (H1, H2) uniquely and stably determines

(Υ, σa). Under the same conditions as in Theorem 4, let (Υ̃, σ̃a) and (Υ, σa)

be the coefficient pairs reconstructed with diffusion coefficients D̃ and D re-

spectively, using the data generated from g1 and g2. Then we have

‖σ̃a − σa‖L2(Ω) + ‖Υ̃σ̃a −Υσa‖L2(Ω)

≤ C

(
‖D̃ −D‖L2(Ω) +

∥∥√D̃∆
√
D −

√
D∆

√
D̃
∥∥
L2(Ω)

)
. (3.35)

Proof. From the proof of Theorem 6, we conclude that µ is reconstructed

independently of the uncertainty and objective coefficients. Therefore, we

have

Υ̃σ̃a√
D̃
− Υσa√

D
= 0. (3.36)
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This gives immediately the following estimate:

‖Υ̃σ̃a −Υσa‖L2(Ω) ≤ C1‖
√
D̃ −

√
D‖L2(Ω). (3.37)

Let v1 =
√
Du1 and w = ṽ1 − v1. Then w solves

∆w(x) + q̃(x)w(x) = −(q̃ − q)v1, in Ω
w = 0, on ∂Ω.

(3.38)

Since H̃1 ≡
ṽ1

µ
= H1 ≡

v1

µ
, we have that w = 0. The above equation then

implies that q̃ = q, i.e.

∆
√
D̃√
D̃

+
σ̃

D̃
=

∆
√
D√
D

+
σ

D
. (3.39)

This translates to the following result,

‖σ̃a−σa‖L2(Ω) ≤ C2

(
‖D̃−D‖L2(Ω) +

∥∥√D̃∆
√
D−
√
D∆

√
D̃
∥∥
L2(Ω)

)
. (3.40)

The stability estimate in (3.35) then follows from (3.37) and (3.40).

3.2 Uncertainties in QfPAT

We present in this section some stability results for reconstructions in

QfPAT with respect to different uncertainty coefficients. The main ideas in the

derivations of these stability results are similar to those in the case of QPAT.

The calculations are slightly more lengthy since we have to deal with a system

of diffusion equations as in (3.3) instead of a single diffusion equation as in

(3.1). For uniqueness of the reconstructions in QfPAT, we refer to [106, 108].
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3.2.1 The ultrasound speed uncertainty

We begin with the most important case, the stability of reconstruct-

ing the fluorescence absorption coefficient σa,xf with respect to the ultrasound

speed uncertainty. As in Section 3.1.1, this is a two-step process, so we will

first derive stability of the reconstruction with respect to uncertainty in the ab-

sorbed energy map H and then combine the result with the stability estimate

in (3.7). We have the following result.

Theorem 10. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 4, let σ̃a,xf and σa,xf

be the fluorescence absorption coefficients reconstructed with ultrasound speeds

c̃ and c respectively. Then we have,

‖(σ̃a,xf − σa,xf )ux‖L2(Ω) ≤ C‖c̃− c‖L∞(Ω)

∥∥ΛcH
∥∥1/2

H1((0,T )×∂Ω)
. (3.41)

Proof. Let (ũx, ũm) and (ux, um) be the solutions of the diffusion system (3.3)

with fluorescence absorption coefficients σ̃a,xf and σa,xf respectively. Define

(wx, wm) = (ũx − ux, ũm − um). We then check that (wx, wm) solves

−∇ ·Dx∇wx(x) + (σa,xi + σ̃a,xf )wx(x) = −(σ̃a,xf − σa,xf )ux, in Ω
−∇ ·Dm∇wm(x) + σa,m(x)wm(x) = ησ̃a,xfwx + η(σ̃a,xf − σa,xf )ux, in Ω

wx = 0, on ∂Ω
wm = 0, on ∂Ω.

(3.42)

From the datum (3.4), we see that

H̃ −H =
(
σa,xi + (1− η)σ̃a,xf

)
wx + (1− η)(σ̃a,xf − σa,xf )ux + σa,mwm. (3.43)

This gives

‖(σ̃a,xf −σa,xf )ux‖L2(Ω) ≤ C1

(
‖H̃ −H‖L2(Ω) + ‖wx‖L2(Ω) + ‖wm‖L2(Ω)

)
. (3.44)
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Using the relation (3.43), we can now rewrite the system (3.42) as

−∇ ·Dx∇wx −
ησa,xi
1− η

wx(x) =
σa,m
1− η

wm −
H̃ −H
1− η

, in Ω

−∇ ·Dm∇wm +
σa,m
1− η

wm(x) = −ησa,xi
1− η

wx +
η

1− η
(H̃ −H), in Ω

wx = 0, on ∂Ω
wm = 0, on ∂Ω.

(3.45)

This is a strongly elliptic system of PDEs [86] which leads to the following

bound,

‖wx‖L2(Ω) + ‖wm‖L2(Ω) ≤ C2‖H̃ −H‖L2(Ω). (3.46)

The stability bound (3.41) then follows from (3.44), (3.46) and (3.7).

3.2.2 Uncertainty due to quantum efficiency

In practical applications of QfPAT, it is often assumed that the quan-

tum efficiency η of the medium is known. This is true for some well-understood

media, but is not known in general. In fact, in many cases of classical fluores-

ence optical tomography (FOT), researchers are interested in reconstructing

the quantum efficiency as well as the fluorescence absorption coefficient σa,xf .

However, it is not possible to reconstruct both coefficients simultaneously due

to the non-uniqueness in the FOT inverse problem. In this section we assume

that the quantum efficiency η is the uncertainty coefficient and attempt to

derive stability of reconstructing σa,xf with respect to changes in η. In this

case, we assume that c is known exactly so that we have access to an accurate

absorbed energy map H.
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Theorem 11. Let σ̃a,xf and σa,xf be reconstructed from datum H with quantum

efficiency coefficients η̃ and η respectively. Then the following holds:

‖(σ̃a,xf − σa,xf )ux‖L2(Ω) ≤ C‖(η̃ − η)ux‖L2(Ω). (3.47)

Proof. Let (ũx, ũm) and (ux, um) be the solutions of the diffusion system (3.3)

with coefficients (η̃, σ̃a,xf ) and (η, σa,xf ) respectively. Then (wx, wm) = (ũx −

ux, ũm − um) solves

−∇ ·Dx∇wx + (σa,xi + σ̃a,xf )wx(x) = −(σ̃a,xf − σa,xf )ux, in Ω
−∇ ·Dm∇wm + σa,m(x)wm(x) = η̃σ̃a,xfwx + (η̃σ̃a,xf − ησa,xf )ux, in Ω

wx(x) = 0, on ∂Ω
wm(x) = 0, on ∂Ω.

(3.48)

From the datum (3.4), we deduce that

(
σa,xi+(1− η̃)σ̃a,xf

)
wx+(η− η̃)σ̃a,xfux+(1−η)(σ̃a,xf−σa,xf )ux+σa,mwm = 0.

(3.49)

This gives

‖(σ̃a,xf−σa,xf )ux‖L2(Ω) ≤ C1

(
‖(η̃−η)ux‖L2(Ω)+‖wx‖L2(Ω)+‖wm‖L2(Ω)

)
. (3.50)

Using the relation (3.49), we can now rewrite (3.48) as

−∇ ·Dx∇wx − (
ησa,xi+(η−η̃)σ̃a,xf

1−η )wx = σa,m
1−η wm + η−η̃

1−η σ̃a,xfux, in Ω

−∇ ·Dm∇wm + 1−η+η̃
1−η σa,mwm =

(η̃−η)η̃σ̃a,xf−η̃σa,xi
1−η wx − η̃ (η−η̃)σ̃a,xf

1−η ux, in Ω

wx(x) = 0, on ∂Ω
wm(x) = 0, on ∂Ω.

(3.51)
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This is a strongly elliptic system of PDEs [86] that gives the following stability

estimate:

‖wx‖L2(Ω) + ‖wm‖L2(Ω) ≤ C2‖(η̃ − η)ux‖L2(Ω). (3.52)

By combining the stability in (3.50) and (3.52), we arrive at the stability bound

in (3.47).

3.2.3 The impact of partial linearization

One of the main difficulties in imaging fluorescence is the presence

of the strong background light, which we would rather eliminate. One way to

remove the background in practice is to calculate it separately, by simulating

the background distribution with the diffusion model for the propagation of

excitation light inside the medium. However, due to the presence of σa,xf in

the first diffusion equation in (3.3), one can not simply solve that PDE for its

solution since σa,xf is unknown. In many applications, this first equation for

the excitation light is simplified by assuming that σa,xf is small, so that it can

be dropped from the equation altogether. This allows us to solve for the back-

ground. Roughly speaking, this is a partial linearization of the original model.

We now characterize the impact of this linearization on the reconstruction of

the fluorescence absorption coefficient.

Theorem 12. Let σa,xf and σ̃a,xf be the absorption coefficients reconstructed

from the diffusion model (3.3) and its partial-linearization (i.e. by setting

σa,xf = 0 in the x-component of the diffusion system), using datum H. Then
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we have

‖(σ̃a,xf − σa,xf )ux‖L2(Ω) ≤ C‖σa,xfux‖L2(Ω). (3.53)

Proof. Let (ux, um) be the solution to the diffusion system (3.3) and let (ũx, ũm)

be the solution to the partially linearized system (with fluorescent absorption

coefficient σ̃a,xf ). Then (wx, wm) = (ũx − ux, ũm − um) solves the following

system:

−∇ ·Dx(x)∇wx(x) + σa,xiwx(x) = σa,xfux, in Ω
−∇ ·Dm(x)∇wm(x) + σa,m(x)wm(x) = ησ̃a,xfwx + η(σ̃a,xf − σa,xf )ux, in Ω

wx(x) = 0, on ∂Ω
wm = 0, on ∂Ω.

(3.54)

From the datum (3.4), we obtain the relation,(
σa,xi + (1− η)σ̃a,xf

)
wx + (1− η)(σ̃a,xf − σa,xf )ux + σa,mwm = 0, (3.55)

which leads immediately to the following bound:

‖(σ̃a,xf − σa,xf )ux‖L2(Ω) ≤ C1(‖wx‖L2(Ω) + ‖wm‖L2(Ω)). (3.56)

Meanwhile, using the relation (3.55), we can rewrite the system (3.54)

as

−∇ ·Dx(x)∇wx(x) + σa,xiwx(x) = σa,xfux, in Ω

−∇ ·Dm(x)∇wm(x) +
σa,m
1− η

wm(x) = −ησa,xi
1− η

wx, in Ω

wx(x) = 0, on ∂Ω
wm = 0, on ∂Ω.

(3.57)

This is a strongly elliptic system of PDEs that gives the following stability

estimate:

‖wx‖L2(Ω) + ‖wm‖L2(Ω) ≤ C2‖σa,xfux‖L2(Ω). (3.58)
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The stability bound (3.53) then follows from (3.56) and (3.58).

3.3 Computational characterization for general cases

We have seen in the previous sections some stability results which

bound the errors in the reconstruction of objective (optical) coefficients, for

instance the absorption coefficient σa, with errors in the uncertainty coeffi-

cients, for instance the ultrasound speed c. These stability estimates can only

be derived in special settings. In more general settings, derivation of such

analytical bounds becomes highly nontrivial if possible at all. In these cases,

we often rely on numerical techniques.

We will now briefly review the general approach of uncertainty char-

acterization for the nonlinear inverse problems in QPAT and QfPAT which we

have investigated in the previous sections. We refer the interested reader to

[10, 23, 43, 44, 45, 80] and their references for some recent developments in

the field of uncertainty quantification. Let o be the objective coefficient and

u be the uncertainty coefficient. Then we can abstractly write the nonlinear

inverse problems as

y = f(o, u) + e, (3.59)

where y denotes the datum that we measure and e denotes a realization of

random noise which has been introduced in the datum from the measurement

process, for instance through the measurement device. We assume that the

inverse problem is uniquely solvable so that for a fixed u we can invert f to
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reconstruct o.

Linearized settings. When f is “smooth enough” with respect to both o

and u, we can simplify the problem by linearizing it when the variation in u is

small. The linearization at the background u0 leads us to the system

δye =
δf

δo
[o0, u0]δo +

δf

δu
[o0, u0]δu, and δo ∼

(
δf

δo

)−1(
δye − δf

δu
δu
)

(3.60)

where δye is the perturbed datum polluted by random noise. Therefore, un-

certainty characterization in this case can be done analytically (since it is lin-

ear). Essentially this boils down to the estimation of the size of the operator(
δf

δo

)−1
δf

δu
.

Hybrid settings. In QPAT and QfPAT, in the case when we are interested

in characterizing the impact of uncertainties in the data collecting modal-

ity (the ultrasound modality) on the images reconstructed from the imaging

modality (the optical modality), the general model (3.59) can be represented

as

ye = g[u] ◦ h(o), and therefore, o = h−1 ◦ g[u]−1(ye), (3.61)

where g[u] is understood as an operator that depends on u. This is the case

in Section 3.1.1 and Section 3.2.1, where we focused on the first step of recon-

struction and characterized the impact of uncertainty in ỹ = g[u]−1(ye) due to

uncertainty in u. In the second step, we characterize the uncertainty in o due

to uncertainty in ỹ by studying h−1.
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General settings. When no simplifications can be made as above, we rely

on stochastic computation. We treat both u and o as random variables. We

then construct a large population of random samples of u (drawn from some

prior probability distributions) and compute the corresponding inverse solu-

tions o. We can then evaluate the relation between the error in o, measured

for instance as E{‖õ − o‖}, and the uncertainty in u, measured for instance

as E{‖ũ− u‖}. This process is extremely computationally intensive and thus

challenging to perform feasibly for large problems. Usually a good strategy

needs to be carefully implemented in order to reduce the size of the problem

and/or to accelerate the computation.

3.3.1 Dimension reduction through parameterization

In this section we perform a dimension reduction on the model by tak-

ing a finite-dimensional approximation of the uncertainty coefficient u. With

the smoothness assumptions (A-i)-(A-iv) we imposed on all the coefficients

in the QPAT and QfPAT problems (see for instance the end of this chapter’s

introduction), this can be naturally done with a representation of Fourier type.

Let {φk(x)}∞k=1 be a global basis for L2(Ω). We take the K-term

approximation of u,

u(x, ω) ≈
K∑
k=1

ûk(ω)φk(x), ûk(ω) =
〈u(x, ω), φk(x)〉L2(Ω)

‖φk‖L2(Ω)

, (3.62)

where we have treated u as a random variable and used the symbol ω to denote

its realizations. In the numerical simulations we performed in Section 3.4, we
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take {φk(x)}∞k=1 as the eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Neumann problem in Ω

(see our discussions in Section 3.4). Other bases can be taken as well depending

on the expected structure or regularity of the realizations of u.

This parameterization allows us to reduce the dimension of the prob-

lem in the x-variable (the spatial variable). We now need to deal only with the

random vector of coefficients u(ω) = (û1(ω), · · · , ûK(ω)), not the whole spatial

dependence of the function u(x, ω). It still remains to reduce the dimension in

the ω-variable as well. To achieve this, we assume that the random vector u is

square-integrable so that it admits a polynomial chaos expansion [10, 84, 88].

We truncate this expansion in order to approximate in the stochastic dimen-

sion:

u(ω) ≈
|α|=L∑
|α|=0

~pα,uHα(ξ(ω)), (3.63)

where α = (α1, . . . , αK) is a multi-index, each with an associated ~pα,u ∈ RK ,

and ξ(ω) ∈ RK is a square-integrable random vector of known type. The

functions Hα : RK → R form a complete set of orthonormal functions such

that E{Hα(ξ)Hβ(ξ)} = δαβ. Usually ξ is chosen so its components are all

independent with, say, Gaussian, uniform, or some other nice distribution. The

functions Hα depend on the distribution of ξ. They are all multi-dimensional

polynomials Hα(ξ) = hα1(ξ1) × · · · × hαK (ξK), where hαi are 1-dimensional

orthogonal polynomials (e.g., Hermite if ξ has Gaussian components, Legendre

if the components are uniform, etc).
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3.3.2 Constructing samples of uncertainty coefficients

With the parameterization techniques of the previous section, we

can generate random samples of u from (3.63) and (3.62) once we know its

associated vectors {~pα,u} ⊂ RK , which are deterministic.

Let {u(x, ω1), · · · , u(x, ωM)} be M samples from the true distribu-

tion of u. These samples could either come from real-world measurements or

from some highly accurate numerical sampling strategy. We can then compute

the corresponding coefficient vectors in the representation (3.62), i.e. the real-

izations {u1, · · · ,uM}. Once we have these coefficient vectors, we can find ap-

proximations of the vectors {~pα,u} which give the polynomial chaos expansion

via following a maximum likelihood procedure, or in our case a least-square

procedure [10, 84]

{
~pα,u
}|α|=L
|α|=0

= arg min
M∑
m=1

∥∥∥∥um − |β|=L∑
|β|=0

~pβ,uHβ(ξ(ωm))

∥∥∥∥2

l2
. (3.64)

3.3.3 Evaluating uncertainty in internal data

Once we know how to construct samples of the uncertainty coefficient,

we need to solve the QPAT or QfPAT inverse problems with these samples to

compute the corresponding objective coefficient. We do this in two steps. In

the first step, we evaluate the certainty in the datum y defined in (3.59). This

is done by evaluating ye = f(u, ot), where ot is the true objective coefficient, for

each sample u. In the second step, we solve the inverse problem ye = f(ut, o)

to compute o.
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Let u(u, o) be the solution to either the acoustic wave equation (3.5),

the diffusion equation (3.1), or the diffusion system (3.3). The first part of ma-

jor computation in uncertainty characterization is to evaluate u(u(ω), ot) for

different samples u(ω). An accurate way of doing this is to solve the PDE for

every realization of u(ω). However, this is computationally too expensive. Here

we can take advantage of the fact that u(u(ω), ot) changes rather “smoothly”

with respect to “smooth” u. That is, we can use the Karhunen-Loève ex-

pansion [94] to construct accurate approximations of u. The Karhunen-Loève

expansion decomposes u into the following form,

u(u(ω), ot) = ū(x) +
∞∑
j=1

√
λjηj(ω)vj(x), (3.65)

where ū(x) = E{u(u(ω), ot)} is the expectation of u and (λj,vj) is the eigen

pair of the problem ∫
Ru(x,x

′)vj(x
′) dx′ = λjvj(x),

with Ru(x,x
′) the covariance function.

In our numerical simulations, we construct the covariance function

from a snapshot set of u which we simulate with high-accuracy. We trun-

cate the Karhunen-Loève expansion to N terms. We then evaluate u(u, ot) at

each new u by using the truncated expansion, and compute the corresponding

datum ye accordingly.
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3.3.4 Evaluating uncertainty in target coefficients

The next step is to evaluate the propagation of data uncertainty into

the objective coefficient through the inverse problem model,

y = f(ut, o) + e. (3.66)

It is computationally intractable to solve this inverse problem for each realiza-

tion of the random noise, so instead we adopt a Bayesian approach.

To reduce the dimension of the problem, we parametrize o(x, ω) using

the same strategy as in (3.62) and proceed to only work on the coefficient

vector o = (ô1, · · · , ôK). We denote by πO,prior(o) the prior distribution for

the objective coefficient vector, and πE(e) the distribution for the noise. Then

it is a standard application of the Bayes’ Theorem [63] to conclude that the

posterior distribution of the objective coefficient vector, denoted by πO,post(o),

can be expressed as

πO,post(o) ∝ πE(y − f(ut,o))πO,prior(o). (3.67)

Our task here is to sample o from the posterior distribution (3.67) and use the

samples to evaluate uncertainty in it. This is the uncertainty that we wish to

characterize.

To sample the posterior distribution πO,post(o), we use a precondi-

tioned version of the Metropolis-Hasting Markov-Chain Monte Carlo method

developed in [37]. Let π(y|x) be a general transition distribution that is easy

to sample and has an explicit form. Then the preconditioned MH-MCMC

method works as follows.
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Preconditioned Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm [37]

1. At state on, generate the trial o′ from π(o′|on);

2. Take the real proposal o as

o =

{
o′ with probability m(on, o

′)
on with probability 1−m(on, o

′)

where

m(on, o
′) = min

(
1,
π(on|o′)π∗O,post(o′)
π(o′|on)π∗O,post(on)

)
;

3. Accept o as a sample with probability

P(on, o) = min

(
1,
π(on|o)πO,post(o)

π(o|on)πO,post(on)

)
,

i.e., take on+1 = o with probability P(on, o), and on+1 = on with proba-

bility 1− P(on, o).

In the above algorithm, π∗O,post(o) denotes the posterior distribution computed

with crude forward model.

3.4 Numerical Simulations

We now present numerical simulations based on synthetic data using

the algorithms we discussed in Section 3.3. We emphasize that our objective

here is not to develop efficient algorithms, but rather to quantify the uncer-

tainty.
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We focus on two-dimensional simulations in this work and select the

simulation domain to be the square Ω = (0, 2) × (0, 2). For the basis in

which to parametrize the uncertainty coefficients, we use the Laplace-Neumann

eigenfunctions on this domain. These are functions which satisfy

−∆φi = λiφi, in Ω, n · ∇φi = 0, on ∂Ω. (3.68)

One can easily verify that they are of the form

φ(x1, x2) = ψ[α1]
n1

(x1)ψ[α2]
n2

(x2)

where α = (α1, α2) is a multi-index in the set {0, 1} and the functions ψ
[0]
n , ψ

[1]
n

are the Laplace-Neumann eigenfunctions on the interval (0, 2):

ψ[0]
n (x) = cos

(
nπ(x− 1)

)
, ψ[1]

n (x) = sin
(
(n− 1

2
)π(x− 1)

)
.

To avoid solving the acoustic wave equation (3.5) in the entire space

R2, we replace (3.5) with the same equation posed in Ω with Neumann bound-

ary conditions. The measured data is now the solution of this wave equation

on ∂Ω. We discretize the wave equation with a standard second-order finite

difference scheme in both spatial and temporal variables.

For the diffusion equation (3.1), we use a first-order finite element

method on an unstructured triangular mesh. The quantities on the trian-

gular mesh are interpolated onto the wave equation’s uniform mesh, and vice

versa, using a high-order interpolation scheme when needed. In all the simula-

tions we performed, we verified, through mesh refining, that the interpolation

errors are much smaller than the discretization error.
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3.4.1 Ultrasound speed uncertainty in QPAT

We first present some simulations on the reconstruction of optical

coefficients under uncertain ultrasound speed. See Fig. 3.1 for some typical

random smooth ultrasound speeds.

Figure 3.1: Two typical realizations of smooth ultrasound speeds cen-
tered at c(x) = 1.

Experiment A-1. In the first numerical experiment, we attempt to re-

construct a pair of optical coefficients from ultrasound data sets generated

from two illumination sources. We choose ultrasound speeds that are smooth

enough such that a small number (K = 8) of terms produce sufficient accuracy

already in the Fourier representation (3.62). In Fig. 3.2, Fig. 3.3, and Fig. 3.4,

we show the relative errors (defined for ζ as E{‖ζ − ζt‖L2(Ω)}/‖ζt‖L2(Ω), where

ζt is the reconstruction using the true uncertainty coefficient) in the recon-

structions of o = (Υ, σa), o = (D, σa) and o = (Υ, D) respectively, versus the

relative error in the ultrasound speed. From the figures, we can see similar

linear uncertainty propagation in every pair of optical coefficients. In partic-

ular, in the case where D is known, Fig. 3.2 supports the theoretical stability
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we expect from Theorem 6.
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Figure 3.2: Uncertainty in the reconstruction of the coefficient pair
o = (Υ, σa) caused by uncertainty in ultrasound speed in Experiment
A-1. Left: E{‖Υ−Υt‖L2(Ω)}/‖Υt‖L2(Ω) vs. E{‖c− ct‖L2(Ω)}/‖ct‖L2(Ω); Right:
E{‖σa − σta‖L2(Ω)}/‖σta‖L2(Ω) vs. E{‖c− ct‖L2(Ω)}/‖ct‖L2(Ω).

Experiment A-2. We repeat the numerical experiments in Experiment A-1

with piecewise constant ultrasound speeds. Since we currently do not have a

good basis to parametrize piecewise constant functions, we choose to still use

the Fourier representation (3.62), but with significantly more terms, K = 32.

We first generate a large number of true piecewise constant speeds and then

find K-term approximations to them. We then use these K-term approxi-

mations to learn the coefficients in the truncated polynomial chaos expan-

sions (3.63). Finally, we use the polynomial chaos approximations to c as

the uncertain ultrasound speeds and construct inverse solutions from these;

see Fig. 3.5 for some typical ultrasound speeds (which are already K-term

approximated) generated in this way.
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Figure 3.3: Uncertainty in the reconstruction of the coefficient pair
o = (D, σa) caused by uncertainty in ultrasound speed in Experiment
A-1. Left: E{‖D−Dt‖L2(Ω)}/‖Dt‖L2(Ω) vs. E{‖c− ct‖L2(Ω)}/‖ct‖L2(Ω); Right:
E{‖σa − σta‖L2(Ω)}/‖σta‖L2(Ω) vs. E{‖c− ct‖L2(Ω)}/‖ct‖L2(Ω).

In Fig. 3.6, Fig. 3.7, and Fig. 3.8, we show the errors in the reconstruc-

tions of o = (Υ, σa), o = (D, σa) and o = (Υ, D) respectively under these

ultrasound speeds. We again see similar patterns of uncertainty propagation

for each pair of optical coefficients o as in the previous experiment. However,

the relative errors in the reconstructions in each case are significantly larger

than in the previous experiment with smooth ultrasound speeds. Thus in ap-

plications of QPAT where the ultrasound speed is expected to have significant

jumps (such as brain imaging), it is critical to use a highly accurate ultrasound

speed map in the standard two-step reconstruction algorithms.
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Figure 3.4: Uncertainty in the reconstruction of the coefficient pair
o = (Υ, D) caused by uncertainty in ultrasound speed in Experiment
A-1. Left: E{‖Υ−Υt‖L2(Ω)}/‖Υt‖L2(Ω) vs. E{‖c− ct‖L2(Ω)}/‖ct‖L2(Ω); Right:
E{‖D −Dt‖L2(Ω)}/‖Dt‖L2(Ω) vs. E{‖c− ct‖L2(Ω)}/‖ct‖L2(Ω).

3.4.2 Diffusion coefficient uncertainty in QPAT

Experiment B. In this case, we attempt to reconstruct the coefficient pair

o = (Υ, σa) using internal data sets generated from two illuminations. The

uncertainty coefficient is the diffusion coefficient D. We assume that the dif-

fusion coefficient is smooth enough such that K = 8 is enough for the Fourier

representation (3.62) to be accurate. In Fig. 3.9 we show the relative errors in

the reconstructions of o = (Υ, σa) vs. the relative errors in D. We observe that

the effect of uncertainty in smooth D on the reconstruction of the objective

coefficients follows a similar trend but is less than the effect of uncertainty in

smooth c. Thus it is more important to have an accurate ultrasound speed

parameter than an accurate diffusion coefficient for QPAT reconstructions.
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Figure 3.5: Two different realizations of a (smoothed) piecewise con-
stant ultrasound speed.

3.4.3 Ultrasound speed uncertainty in QfPAT

Experiment C-1. In this experiment, we attempt to reconstruct the pair

o = (η, σa,xf ) from ultrasound data sets generated from two illumination

sources. We study very smooth ultrasound speeds which are smooth enough

to be accurately approximated by K = 8 terms in the Fourier representa-

tion (3.62). In Fig. 3.10 we show the relative errors in the reconstructions

versus the relative error in the ultrasound speed. We see similar levels of un-

certainty in the reconstructed o as in the case of QPAT with smooth ultrasound

speed.

Experiment C-2. We repeat here Experiment C-1 for less smooth ultra-

sound speeds. We use the same techniques to generate piecewise constant

ultrasound speeds as in the Experiment A-2, with K = 32. In Fig. 3.11,

we show the relative errors in the reconstructions of o = (η, σa,xf ) versus the

relative error in the ultrasound speed. We again see similar behavior in this

case as for QPAT in Experiment A-2, where uncertainty in the discontinuous
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Figure 3.6: Uncertainty in the reconstruction of the coefficient pair
o = (Υ, σa) caused by uncertainty in ultrasound speed in Experiment
A-2. Left: E{‖Υ−Υt‖L2(Ω)}/‖Υt‖L2(Ω) vs. E{‖c− ct‖L2(Ω)}/‖ct‖L2(Ω); Right:
E{‖σa − σta‖L2(Ω)}/‖σta‖L2(Ω) vs. E{‖c− ct‖L2(Ω)}/‖ct‖L2(Ω).

speed has about twice as large an effect on the reconstructions as uncertainty

in smooth speed.

3.4.4 Model uncertainty in QfPAT

Experiment D. In the last numerical experiment, we quantify the error in

the reconstruction of the fluorescence absorption coefficient σa,xf caused by

the partial linearization of the diffusion model (3.3). In this case, we mea-

sure relative error in the reconstruction by using the ratio
‖σ`a,xf − σa,xf‖L2(Ω)

‖σa,xf‖L2(Ω)

where σa,xf and σ`a,xf are the coefficient reconstructed with the full diffusion

model and the partially linearized diffusion model respectively.

We performed reconstructions under 4 illuminations of different forms

and intensities. The relative errors we obtained are respectively 0.34, 0.32, 0.29
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Figure 3.7: Uncertainty in the reconstruction of the coefficient pair
o = (D, σa) caused by uncertainty in ultrasound speed in Experiment
A-2. Left: E{‖D−Dt‖L2(Ω)}/‖Dt‖L2(Ω) vs. E{‖c− ct‖L2(Ω)}/‖ct‖L2(Ω); Right:
E{‖σa − σta‖L2(Ω)}/‖σta‖L2(Ω) vs. E{‖c− ct‖L2(Ω)}/‖ct‖L2(Ω).

and 0.32. This result shows that the impact of the partial linearization on the

reconstruction of the coefficient σa,xf is relatively large. Therefore, even though

the partial linearization simplifies the solution of the diffusion model (3.3), for

the sake of accuracy in reconstructions it is probably a simplification that

should not be performed in QfPAT.

3.4.5 Summary of numerical simulations

Even though our numerical simulations show similar patterns of er-

ror propagation among different inverse problems, there are two phenomena

that are prominent and should be discussed. The first is that in general,

uncertainties in rougher ultrasound speeds can produce larger uncertainty in

reconstructed optical coefficients than what an uncertain smoother ultrasound
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Figure 3.8: Uncertainty in the reconstruction of the coefficient pair
o = (Υ, D) caused by uncertainty in ultrasound speed in Experiment
A-2. Left: E{‖Υ−Υt‖L2(Ω)}/‖Υt‖L2(Ω) vs. E{‖c− ct‖L2(Ω)}/‖ct‖L2(Ω); Right:
E{‖D −Dt‖L2(Ω)}/‖Dt‖L2(Ω) vs. E{‖c− ct‖L2(Ω)}/‖ct‖L2(Ω).

speed can. This agrees with the general belief among researchers that re-

construction of the internal datum H is “more stable” when the underlying

ultrasound speed of the medium is smoothly varying. The second phenomenon

is that in general, variations in ultrasound speed c(x) can have much larger

impact on the reconstruction of optical coefficients than variations in the dif-

fusion coefficient D in the QPAT system. For the QfPAT reconstructions, the

partial linearization by setting the fluorescence absorption coefficient σa,xf = 0

in the excitation wavelength component of the diffusion model (3.3) can pro-

duce large errors in the reconstruction of σa,xf .
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Figure 3.9: Uncertainty in the reconstruction of the coefficient
pair o = (Υ, σa) caused by uncertainty in the diffusion coef-
ficient in the Experiment B. Left: E{‖Υ − Υt‖L2(Ω)}/‖Υt‖L2(Ω) vs.
E{‖D−Dt‖L2(Ω)}/‖Dt‖L2(Ω); Right: E{‖σa−σta‖L2(Ω)}/‖σta‖L2(Ω) vs. E{‖D−
Dt‖L2(Ω)}/‖Dt‖L2(Ω).

3.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we performed some analytical and numerical studies

on the impact of uncertain model coefficients on the quality of the recon-

structed images in photoacoustic tomography and fluorescence photoacoustic

tomography. In particular, we derived bounds on errors in the reconstruc-

tion of optical properties caused by errors in the ultrasound speed used in

the reconstructions, as well as bounds on error in the reconstruction of the

fluorescence absorption coefficient in QfPAT due to inaccuracy in the light

propagation model caused by linearization. When explicit bounds are not

available, we presented a numerical procedure for the computational evalua-

tion of such errors. Our preliminary numerical study suggests that uncertainty
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Figure 3.10: Uncertainty in the reconstruction of the coefficient pair
o = (η, σa,xf ) caused by uncertainty in ultrasound speed in Experi-
ment C-1. Left: E{‖η − ηt‖L2(Ω)}/‖ηt‖L2(Ω) vs. E{‖c − ct‖L2(Ω)}/‖ct‖L2(Ω);
Right: E{‖σa,xf − σta,xf‖L2(Ω)}/‖σta,xf‖L2(Ω) vs. E{‖c− ct‖L2(Ω)}/‖ct‖L2(Ω).

in rough ultrasound speeds have larger impact on the reconstructions of optical

coefficients than that in smoother ultrasound speeds. Moreover, the impact of

uncertainty in ultrasound speed on the reconstructions of optical properties of

interest is much larger than that of uncertainty in other model parameters.

Characterization of errors in reconstructions which are due to uncer-

tainties in system parameters is an important task for many inverse problems

in hybrid imaging, and more generally for any model-based inverse problem.

The methodology we developed in this work can be generalized to these other

inverse problems.

One important case that we did not discuss in this chapter is the case

when additional random noise from the measurement process are present in

the measured data. In that case, one has to combine the analysis of the current
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Figure 3.11: Uncertainty in the reconstruction of the coefficient pair
o = (η, σa,xf ) caused by uncertainty in ultrasound speed in the Exper-
iment C-2. Left: E{‖η − ηt‖L2(Ω)}/‖ηt‖L2(Ω) vs. E{‖c − ct‖L2(Ω)}/‖ct‖L2(Ω);
Right: E{‖σa,xf − σta,xf‖L2(Ω)}/‖σta,xf‖L2(Ω) vs. E{‖c− ct‖L2(Ω)}/‖ct‖L2(Ω).

work we presented here with the usual stability analysis with respect to data

noise in order to derive new stability estimates (when possible). We plan to do

this in near future. Another major objective in the near future is to develop

analytical tools that can be used to accelerate the computational techniques

in Section 3.3. We discuss some preliminary ideas for this in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4

A One-Step Reconstruction Algorithm for

QPAT

We begin this chapter by recalling the high scattering QPAT setting

of Chapter 2. In this setting, near infra-red (NIR) photons are sent into an

optically absorbing and scattering medium, for instance a piece of biological

tissue, Ω ⊆ Rd (d ≥ 2), where they diffuse. The density of the photons,

denoted by u(x), solves the following diffusion equation [12, 19] (recalling

(2.9))

−∇ ·D∇u(x) + σ(x)u(x) = 0, in Ω
u = g(x), on ∂Ω

(4.1)

where D and σ are respectively the diffusion and absorption coefficients of the

medium, and g is the incoming photon source. The medium absorbs a portion

of the incoming photons and heats up due to the absorbed energy. The heating

then results in thermal expansion of the tissue and the expansion generates a

pressure field. This process is called the photoacoustic effect. The pressure

field generated by the photoacoustic effect can be written as [19, 42] (recalling

(2.11))

H(x) = Υ(x)σ(x)u(x) (4.2)
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where σ(x)u(x) is the total energy absorbed locally at x ∈ Ω and Υ is the

Grüneisen coefficient that describes the efficiency of the photoacoustic effect.

This initial pressure field H then propagates in the form of an ultrasound

pressure wave with sound speed c(x) [19, 42, 119]

1

c2(x)

∂2p

∂t2
−∆p = 0, in R+ × Ω

p(0,x) = H(x), in Ω
∂p

∂t
(0,x) = 0, in Ω

p(t,x) = 0, on R+ × ∂Ω

(4.3)

assuming that the medium has no acoustic attenuation effect. We refer inter-

ested readers to these references as well to as Chapter 2 for further discussion,

including derivation and justification, of the models (4.1) and (4.3).

The time-dependent acoustic signals that arrive on the surface of the

medium (recalling (2.3))

∂p

∂n
(t,x)

∣∣∣∣
(0,T )×∂Ω

,

are then measured with acoustic devices for a sufficiently long time T . From

the knowledge of these acoustic measurements, we are interested in recon-

structing the diffusion, absorption, and photoacoustic efficiency properties of

the medium.

We recall also that image reconstruction in QPAT is typically a two-

step process. In the first step, one uses the boundary acoustic signal to re-

construct the initial pressure field H in (4.2), inside the medium. This step

has been extensively studied in the past decade under various circumstances;

see for instance Section 2.2 and the references therein. In the second step,
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usually called the quantitative step, one reconstructs the diffusion coefficient

D(x) and absorption coefficient σ(x) using the internal datum H(x). This

step has recently received great attention as well; see for instance Sections 2.4

and 2.5 and the references therein. Uniqueness and stability results for the

reconstruction procedures have been established in different settings.

The two-step process outlined above works reasonably well in the

setting when the ultrasound speed c(x) is known. In this case, the initial

pressure field H(x) is the only unknown to be reconstructed in the first step

of QPAT. When the sound speed c(x) is also unknown, which is often the case

in real-world applications, it has to be reconstructed from measured acoustic

data as well. In this case, one has to reconstruct simultaneously the wave

speed c and the initial pressure field H in the first step of QPAT. Recent

results of Stefanov and Uhlmann [121], with a slightly different formulation

of the acoustic problem, show that while the boundary acoustic measurement

indeed allows the unique reconstruction of the pair (c,H), the reconstruction

problem is very unstable. Moreover, the two-step process does not allow us to

take advantage of data collected from multiple illuminations. Simply put, if

we change the illumination source g, the initial pressure field H will also be

changed. Therefore, every time we add a new measurement, we introduce a

new unknown H in the reconstruction.

The ultimate objectives of the reconstruction are the coefficients

(c,Υ, D, σ). These coefficients do not change regardless of the illumination

pattern used. Therefore, adding more illumination data should not introduce
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more unknowns in the reconstruction. In other words, instead of reconstructing

the unknowns (c,H) and then the coefficients (Υ, D, σ), we should reconstruct

directly from the measured data the coefficients (c,Υ, D, σ), without the in-

termediate variable H(x). This way, one can potentially use data sets from

multiple illuminations to help stabilize the reconstruction.

The goal in this chapter is exactly to develop one-step reconstruction

strategies that recover the optical coefficients and the wave speed directly from

the measured acoustic data. For simplicity of presentation, we focus only on

the absorption coefficient σ(x) and the wave speed c(x) assuming that the

diffusion coefficient D(x) and the Grüneisen coefficient Υ(x) are known. In

this case, we have to invert the nonlinear map Λ(c, σ; g) defined through the

following relation:

∂p

∂n
(t,x)

∣∣∣∣
(0,T )×∂Ω

= Λ(c, σ; g). (4.4)

By combining the theory in [121] and the theory in [16, 19], it can be shown

that this problem has a unique solution under very mild conditions, mainly

the non-trapping condition on the sound speed c, with data collected from

only one illumination. Our main goal here is to show numerically that using

multiple data sets allow us to obtain fairly stable reconstructions. Rigorous

mathematical study of the stability of our reconstruction approach will be a

future work, as discussed in Chapter 5.

To set up the problem, we make the following assumptions for the

rest of the chapter:
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(A-i) The domain Ω is bounded with smooth boundary ∂Ω.

(A-ii) The boundary condition g is the restriction of a C4 function on ∂Ω.

(A-iii) The coefficients satisfy c(x) ∈ C4(Ω̄), σ(x) ∈ C4(Ω), D(x) ∈ C3(Ω), and

Υ(x) ∈ C4(Ω).

(A-iv) The coefficients satisfy (c, σ,D,Υ) ∈ Aα ×Aβ ×Aζ ×Aξ with

Aα = {f(x) : 0 < α ≤ f(x) ≤ α <∞, ∀x ∈ Ω}, (4.5)

α and α being two constants.

With the assumptions (A-i)-(A-iv), we conclude from standard elliptic the-

ory [38, 49] that the diffusion equation (4.1) admits a unique solution u ∈

C4(Ω). This implies that Υσu ∈ C4(Ω). Therefore the wave equation (4.3)

admits a unique solution p ∈ C4((0, T ) × Ω) following the theory in [36, 58].

The datum (4.4) is then well-defined and can be viewed as a map Λ : C4(Ω̄)×

C4(Ω) 7→ H5/2((0, T )× ∂Ω).

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. We first present

in Section 4.1 the inverse problem in the linearized setting. We implement

in Section 4.2 an iterative algorithm for solving the coefficient reconstruction

problem in the fully nonlinear setting. We then show some numerical recon-

structions based on synthetic data in Section 4.3. Concluding remarks are

offered in Section 4.4.
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4.1 Inversion with Born approximation

We denote by J the total number of illumination sources available,

and
∂pj
∂n

∣∣∣∣
(0,T )×∂Ω

the measured datum on the boundary for illumination gj

(1 ≤ j ≤ J), in the time interval (0, T ). Our objective is thus to numerically

invert the following nonlinear system to reconstruct (c, σ):

∂p

∂n
≡


∂p1

∂n

∣∣∣∣
(0,T )×∂Ω
...

∂pJ
∂n

∣∣∣∣
(0,T )×∂Ω

 =

 Λ(c, σ; g1)
...

Λ(c, σ; gJ)

 ≡ Λ(c, σ; g). (4.6)

In this section, we develop a one-step algorithm for the inverse problem in the

linearized setting where we intend to reconstruct perturbations to the coeffi-

cients around known backgrounds. This is useful in some real-world applica-

tions where variations of the ultrasound speed and the absorption coefficient

are relatively small (for instance, it is well-known that ultrasound speed in

biological tissues is very similar to that in water with about 15% variations

from tissue to tissue [141]).

4.1.1 The Born approximation

We denote by c0(x) and σ0(x) respectively the known background

ultrasound speed and absorption coefficient. We assume that the true coeffi-

cients are of the forms

c(x) = c0(x) + c̃(x), and σ(x) = σ0(x) + σ̃(x), (4.7)
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where the perturbations c̃ and σ̃ satisfy ‖c̃/c0‖L∞(Ω) � 1 and ‖σ̃/σ0‖L∞(Ω) � 1

respectively. The perturbations in the coefficients lead to perturbations in the

solutions to the diffusion equation and the wave equation as follows:

uj(x) = u0
j(x) + ũj(x), and pj(t,x) = p0

j(t,x) + p̃j(t,x) (4.8)

where the background photon densities u0
j are determined as solutions to

−∇ ·D∇u0
j(x) + σ0(x)u0

j(x) = 0, in Ω
u0
j = gj, on ∂Ω

(4.9)

and the background acoustic pressure fields p0
j solve the acoustic wave equa-

tions:
1

c2
0(x)

∂2p0
j

∂t2
−∆p0

j = 0, in (0, T )× Ω

p0
j(0,x) = Υσ0u

0
j(x), in Ω

∂p0
j

∂t
(0,x) = 0, in Ω

p0
j(t,x) = 0, on (0, T )× ∂Ω.

(4.10)

We check that the perturbations ũj and p̃j solve respectively, after

neglecting higher-order terms, the diffusion equation:

−∇ ·D∇ũj(x) + σ0(x)ũj(x) = −σ̃u0
j , in Ω

ũj = 0, on ∂Ω
(4.11)

and the wave equation:

1

c2
0(x)

∂2p̃j
∂t2
−∆p̃j =

2

c3
0

∂2p0
j

∂t2
c̃(x), in (0, T )× Ω

p̃j(0,x) = Υ(σ̃u0
j + σ0ũj), in Ω

∂p̃j
∂t

(0,x) = 0, in Ω

p̃j(t,x) = 0, on (0, T )× ∂Ω.

(4.12)
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Let us now introduce the linear operators Λj
c(c0, σ0) and Λj

σ(c0, σ0)

through:

∂p̃cj
∂n

∣∣∣∣
(0,T )×∂Ω

= Λj
c(c0, σ0)c̃, and

∂p̃σj
∂n

∣∣∣∣
(0,T )×∂Ω

= Λj
σ(c0, σ0)σ̃, (4.13)

with p̃cj and p̃σj respectively the solutions to

1

c2
0(x)

∂2p̃cj
∂t2
−∆p̃cj =

2

c3
0

∂2p0
j

∂t2
c̃(x), in (0, T )× Ω

p̃cj(0,x) = 0, in Ω
∂p̃cj
∂t

(0,x) = 0, in Ω

p̃cj(t,x) = 0, on (0, T )× ∂Ω

(4.14)

and

1

c2
0(x)

∂2p̃σj
∂t2
−∆p̃σj = 0, in (0, T )× Ω

p̃σj (0,x) = Υ(σ̃u0
j + σ0ũj), in Ω

∂p̃σj
∂t

(0,x) = 0, in Ω

p̃σj (t,x) = 0, on (0, T )× ∂Ω.

(4.15)

We can now write the perturbation of the datum as

∂p̃j
∂n

∣∣∣∣
(0,T )×∂Ω

= Λj
c(c0, σ0)c̃+ Λj

σ(c0, σ0)σ̃. (4.16)

We then collect data for all J sources to get a system of equations for the

unknowns:

Λc,σ(c0, σ0)

(
c̃
σ̃

)
=
∂p̃

∂n
(4.17)

with

Λc,σ(c0, σ0) =

 Λ1
c(c0, σ0) Λ1

σ(c0, σ0)
...

...
ΛJ
c (c0, σ0) ΛJ

σ(c0, σ0)

 ,
∂p̃

∂n
=


∂p̃1

∂n

∣∣∣∣
(0,T )×∂Ω
...

∂p̃J
∂n

∣∣∣∣
(0,T )×∂Ω

 .

(4.18)
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This is the Born approximation of the original nonlinear problem (4.6).

The approximation can be justified as stated in the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let Ω, D, Υ and gj satisfy the assumptions in (A-i)-(A-iv). Then

the datum generated from gj, viewed as the map:

Λ(c, σ; gj) :
(c, σ) 7→ ∂pj

∂n

∣∣∣∣
(0,T )×∂Ω

C4(Ω̄)× C4(Ω) 7→ H1/2((0, T )× ∂Ω)

(4.19)

is Fréchet differentiable at any (c0, σ0) ∈ C4(Ω̄) × C4(Ω) that satisfies the as-

sumption in (A-iv). The derivative at (c0, σ0) in the direction (c̃, σ̃) ∈ C4(Ω̄)×

C4(Ω) (such that c0 + c̃ and σ0 + σ̃ satisfy (A-iv)) is (Λj
c(c0, σ0)c̃,Λj

σ(c0, σ0)σ̃)

as defined in (4.13).

The lemma can be proven using standard arguments such as those

in [21, 36, 58, 101]. We provide a sketch of the proof in Appendix 1. Note

that even though Λ(c, σ; gj) is well-defined as a map Λ(c, σ; gj) : C4(Ω̄) ×

C4(Ω) 7→ H5/2((0, T ) × ∂Ω), we can only prove its differentiability as a map

Λ(c, σ; gj) : C4(Ω̄)× C4(Ω) 7→ H1/2((0, T )× ∂Ω).

We now need to invert (4.16) (or (4.17) when multiple data sets are

available) to reconstruct the perturbation (c̃, σ̃). It is well-known that with

a single measurement
∂p̃j
∂n

(t,x)

∣∣∣∣
(0,T )×∂Ω

, one could reconstruct stably one of c̃

and H̃j = Υ(σ̃u0
j +σ0ũj) (and thus σ̃, since H̃j uniquely determines σ̃ [16, 19])

assuming that the other is known [58, 122, 138, 139]. In a slightly different

setting, Stefanov and Uhlmann [121] showed that in fact a single measurement
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∂p̃j
∂n

(t,x)

∣∣∣∣
(0,T )×∂Ω

is enough to reconstruct the pair (c̃, H̃j) (and thus (c̃, σ̃))

uniquely, provided that the background sound speed c0 is non-trapping in the

sense of [121]. However, the reconstruction is unstable [121, Theorem 1]. Our

hope here is that, without introducing new unknowns (since we reconstruct σ̃

directly, not H̃j), by using multiple data sets we can improve the stability of

the reconstruction.

4.1.2 Reconstruction based on Born approximation

To invert the linear system (4.17), we use the technique of Landweber

iteration [68]. The iteration takes the form:(
c̃k+1

σ̃k+1

)
=
(
I− τΛ∗c,σ(c0, σ0)Λc,σ(c0, σ0)

)( c̃k
σ̃k

)
+τΛ∗c,σ(c0, σ0)

∂p̃

∂n
, k ≥ 0,

(4.20)

with a reasonable given initial guess. The parameter τ , 0 < τ < 2/Σ2 with

Σ being the largest singular value of Λc,σ(c0, σ0), is a positive algorithmic

parameter that we select by trial and error since we do not have good estimates

on the singular values of Λc,σ(c0, σ0). The components of the adjoint operator

Λ∗c,σ(c0, σ0)

Λ∗c,σ(c0, σ0) =

(
Λ1∗
c (c0, σ0) · · · ΛJ∗

c (c0, σ0)
Λ1∗
σ (c0, σ0) · · · ΛJ∗

σ (c0, σ0)

)
, (4.21)

are given as follows. The adjoint operator Λj∗
c (c0, σ0), in the sense of

〈Λj
c(c0, σ0)c̃, yj〉L2((0,T )×∂Ω) = 〈c̃,Λj∗

c (c0, σ0)yj〉L2(Ω), ∀yj ∈ L2((0, T )× ∂Ω),
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is given as

Λj∗
c (c0, σ0)yj =

T∫
0

2

c3
0

∂2p0
j

∂t2
(t,x)q̃j(t,x) dt (4.22)

with q̃j the solution to the following adjoint wave equation:

1

c2
0(x)

∂2q̃j
∂t2
−∆q̃j = 0, in (0, T )× Ω

q̃j(T,x) = 0, in Ω
∂q̃j
∂t

(T,x) = 0, in Ω

q̃j(t,x) = −yj, on (0, T )× ∂Ω

(4.23)

The adjoint operator Λj∗
σ (c0, σ0), in the sense of

〈Λj
σ(c0, σ0)σ̃, zj〉L2((0,T )×∂Ω) = 〈σ̃,Λj∗

σ (c0, σ0)zj〉L2(Ω), ∀zj ∈ L2((0, T )× ∂Ω),

is given as

Λj∗
σ zj = −

(
1

c2
0

Υ
∂q̃j
∂t

(0,x) + ṽj

)
u0
j , (4.24)

where q̃j is now the solution to (4.23) with yj replaced by zj and ṽj is the

solution to the adjoint diffusion equation:

−∇ ·D∇ṽj(x) + σ0(x)ṽj(x) = − 1

c2
0

Υσ0
∂q̃j
∂t

(0,x), in Ω

ṽj = 0, on ∂Ω
(4.25)

We note that although we split the components for c and σ in the

datum in the form of (4.16) for the convenience of presentation, we do not

need to solve two wave equations, (4.14) and (4.15), to compute the datum.

Rather, we need only to solve one wave equation, i.e (4.12). Therefore, in each

iteration of the Landweber algorithm, we need to solve J forward wave equa-

tions and J forward diffusion equations to evaluate fk ≡ Λc,σ(c0, σ0)

(
c̃k
σ̃k

)
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and then J adjoint wave equations and J adjoint diffusion equations to evalu-

ate Λ∗c,σ(c0, σ0)fk. The last term in the iteration (4.20) does not change during

the iteration, so it needs only to be computed once before the iteration starts.

4.2 One-step nonlinear reconstruction

To solve the full nonlinear inverse problem, we take an optimal con-

trol approach. We look for the solution to the inverse problem as(
cmin

σmin

)
= arg min

(c,σ)∈Aα×Aβ
F (c, σ), (4.26)

with the objective functional F given as:

F (c, σ) =
1

2

∥∥∥∥Λ(c, σ; g)− ∂p

∂n

#
∥∥∥∥2

[L2((0,T )×∂Ω)]J
, (4.27)

where
∂p

∂n

#

is the collection of measured acoustic data.

We implemented the Levenberg-Marquardt method [64, 90] to solve

the minimization problem. The method is characterized with the following

iteration:(
ck+1

σk+1

)
=

(
ck
σk

)
−(Λ∗c,σ(ck, σk)Λc,σ(ck, σk)+µkI)−1Λ∗c,σ(ck, σk)zk, k ≥ 0,

(4.28)

where µk is an algorithm parameter, zk is the residual at step k:

zk = Λ(ck, σk; g)− ∂p

∂n

#

,

and Λc,σ(ck, σk) is the Fréchet derivative of Λ at (ck, σk). In our implemen-

tation, we take the Levenberg-Marquardt parameter µk as a small constant,
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although we are aware that there are principles in the literature to guide the

selection of this parameter in a more “optimal” way; see for instance [64, 90].

The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (4.28) requires the inverse of

the operator (Λ∗c,σΛc,σ + µkI) at each iteration. In our implementation, we

do not form the operator (which in discrete case is a matrix) explicitly and

then invert it, since this would require large computer memory to store the

matrix. Instead, we use a matrix-free approach to save memory in the following

way. For any function (which in discrete case is a vector) y, to compute

z = (Λ∗c,σΛc,σ + µkI)−1y, we solve the following equation:

(Λ∗c,σΛc,σ + µkI)z = y. (4.29)

This is a symmetric positive definite problem which we solve with a standard

conjugate gradient method [111]. The conjugate gradient method does not

require the explicit form of the operator (Λ∗c,σΛc,σ+µkI), but only its action on

given functions (vectors in discrete case). For any given z, we solve J forward

wave equations and J forward diffusion equations to evaluate f ≡ Λc,σ(ck, σk)z

and then J adjoint wave equations and J adjoint diffusion equations to evaluate

Λ∗c,σ(ck, σk)f .

To impose the bound constraints on the coefficients, that is c ∈ Aα

(i.e. α ≤ c(x) ≤ α) and σ ∈ Aβ (i.e. β ≤ σ(x) ≤ β), we implement the

algorithm for the new variables υ(x) and η(x) that are related respectively to
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c(x) and σ(x) through the relations:

c(x) =
α + α

2
+
α− α

2
tanh υ(x), σ(x) =

β + β

2
+
β − β

2
tanh η(x),

(4.30)

The Fréchet derivatives of Λ with respect to the new variables at (υ0, η0) in

the direction (υ̃, η̃) can be computed using the chain rule straightforwardly as

Λυ(υ0)υ̃ = Λc(c(υ0))

[
α− α

2
sech2 υ0(x)υ̃

]
,

Λη(η0)η̃ = Λσ(σ(η0))

[
β − β

2
sech2 η0(x)η̃

]
.

(4.31)

Note that we have chosen different bounds for c(x) (i.e α and α) and σ(x) (i.e.

β and β) since in practice the two functions have different ranges of values.

4.3 Numerical experiments

We now present some numerical experiments to check the perfor-

mance of the reconstruction algorithm. To simplify the presentation, we non-

dimensionalize the problem so that all the numbers presented below have no

dimensions. We consider the problem in the square domain Ω = [0 2] × [0 2]

with constant diffusion coefficient D = 0.02 and Grüneisen coefficient Υ = 1.

In our implementation, we discretize the forward and adjoint dif-

fusion equations, for instance (4.1) and (4.25), with a first order finite ele-

ment method. We discretize the forward and adjoint wave equations, for in-

stance (4.3) and (4.23), with a standard second order finite difference scheme

on a uniform grid. The finite element discretization of the diffusion equations
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is performed on a triangle mesh that shares the same nodes as the uniform

grid for the wave equation. This way we do not need to interpolate between

the two types of grids when using quantities from the diffusion solution in the

wave equations or vice versa.

We perform numerical reconstructions in both the nonlinear and the

linearized settings. To generate synthetic data for the nonlinear inversions, we

solve the diffusion equation (4.1) and the wave equation (4.3) with the true

absorption coefficient and ultrasound speed for each illumination pattern, and

then compute the data using (4.4). When adding multiplicative random noise

to the datum
∂p

∂n
we perform the transformation

∂p

∂n
→ ∂p

∂n
× (1 +

κ

100
· rand),

where rand is a uniform random variable with mean 0 and variance 1 (and

thus range [−
√

3,
√

3]). We use κ to measure the level of noise in the data.

The values of κ will be given in the simulations we present below. For the

linearized inversions, we construct synthetic data directly using the linearized

model (4.16) for a given perturbation of the coefficients, (c̃, σ̃). This means

that the data for the linearized inversions are exact. In particular these data

do not contain information on the accuracy of the linearized problem as an

approximation to the true nonlinear problem. The linearized inversion sim-

ulations we show below will only provide information about the invertability

and stability of the linearized inverse problem.

Numerical experiment 1. We first benchmark our algorithm in the sim-

plified setting of reconstructing one of the coefficients, before performing si-
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multaneous reconstructions of two coefficients. We consider the problem with

the true ultrasound speed

c(x) = 1.0 + 0.2× exp

(
−|x− (1, 1)|2

2× 0.52

)
, x ∈ Ω, (4.32)

and the true absorption coefficient

σ(x) =

{
0.15, x ∈ [0.5 1.5]× [0.5 1.5]
0.10, x ∈ Ω\[0.5 1.5]× [0.5 1.5].

(4.33)

In Fig. 4.1, we show the reconstructions of the absorption coefficient

assuming that the sound speed is known. We performed nonlinear recon-

structions with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm using three types of data:

(i) noise-free data, (ii) noisy data with κ = 0.5, and (iii) noisy data with

κ = 1.0. The data are collected from 8 different optical illuminations. The

maximal relative errors, defined as ‖(cr − ct)/ct‖L∞ for c(x) where ct is the

true coefficient while cr is the reconstructed coefficient, in the reconstruc-

tions are 0.15, 0.28 and 0.64 respectively. We observe that the reconstruc-

tions in this case are very robust to changes in initial guesses. The qual-

ity of the reconstructions is very similar to those published in the litera-

ture [6, 31, 33, 46, 78, 83, 87, 98, 105, 112, 117, 144].

In Fig. 4.2, we show the reconstructions of the ultrasound speed c(x)

assuming that the absorption coefficient σ is known. We again performed

reconstructions with three types of data (i)-(iii). The maximal relative errors

in the reconstructions are respectively 0.16, 0.30 and 0.57. The initial guess

for the reconstructions is c = 0.9. Similar constant initial guesses also lead to

these final reconstructions.
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Figure 4.1: Reconstructions of the absorption coefficient with known
ultrasound speed. Left to right: true σ(x) given in (4.33), σ reconstructed
from noise-free data, σ reconstructed from noisy data with κ = 0.5, and σ
reconstructed from noisy data with κ = 1.0.

Figure 4.2: Reconstructions of the ultrasound speed with known ab-
sorption coefficient. Left to right: true c(x) given in (4.32), c reconstructed
from noise-free data, c reconstructed from noisy data with κ = 0.5, and c
reconstructed from noisy data with κ = 1.0.

Numerical experiment 2. In this experiment, we reconstruct, under the

Born approximation, the sound speed c and the absorption coefficient σ as

shown in the first column of Fig. 4.3. The background of the linearization is

(c0, σ0) = (1.0, 0.1). We again use data collected from eight different illumi-

nations. Shown are the reconstructions from noise-free data (column II), the
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reconstructions from noisy data with κ = 0.5 (column III) and the reconstruc-

tions from noisy data with κ = 1.0 (column IV). The maximal relative errors in

the reconstructions are (0.40, 0.90), (0.80, 1.20), and (1.05, 2.02) respectively.

We started all the Landweber iterations with initial condition (c̃, σ̃) = (0, 0).

Figure 4.3: Linearized reconstructions of the coefficients c (top) and
σ (bottom). Shown from left to right are: the true (c, σ), the reconstructions
from noise-free data, the reconstructions from noisy data with κ = 0.5, the
reconstructions from noisy data with κ = 1.0.

Numerical experiment 3. We repeat the reconstructions in the previous

experiment (i.e. numerical experiment 2) in the nonlinear setting with the

Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The results are shown in Fig. 4.4. The max-

imal relative errors in the reconstructions are (0.42, 0.69), (0.61, 1.02), and
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(0.89, 1.87) respectively. In all the reconstructions, we use the initial guess of

(c, σ) = (0.9, 0.09) and the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is stopped after

80 iterations.

Figure 4.4: Nonlinear reconstructions of the coefficients c (top) and
σ (bottom). The display is the same as Fig. 4.3 except that the reconstruc-
tions are performed in the nonlinear setting using the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm.

Numerical experiment 4. In the last numerical experiment, we recon-

struct the sound speed c and the absorption coefficient σ as shown in the first

column of Fig. 4.5. We again use data collected from eight different illumi-

nations. Shown are the reconstructions from noise-free data (column II), the

reconstructions from noisy data with κ = 0.5 (column III) and the reconstruc-
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tions from noisy data with κ = 1.0 (column IV). The maximal relative errors in

the reconstructions are (0.97, 0.56), (1.17, 0.88), and (1.41, 0.99) respectively.

The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is stopped at iteration 100 in all the re-

constructions in this case and the initial guess for all the reconstructions is

(c, σ) = (0.9, 0.09).

Figure 4.5: Nonlinear reconstructions of the coefficients c (top) and σ
(bottom). Shown from left to right are: the true (c, σ), the reconstructions
from noise-free data, the reconstructions from noisy data with κ = 0.5, the
reconstructions from noisy data with κ = 1.0.

We observe from all the simulations presented in this section that

the one-step reconstruction strategy performs reasonably well in either the

linearized or the nonlinear case. Tuning algorithmic parameters, such as the

τ in the Landweber iteration (4.20) and the µk in the Levenberg-Marquardt

algorithm (4.28), the maximal number of iterations allowed for each, and the
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initial guesses, etc., can certainly improve the quality of the reconstructions

slightly as we observed in some of the simulations we performed. We did not

pursue in that direction. The use of data from even more illuminations would

certainly help at least to reduce the average noise level in the data. We did

not pursue in that direction either. The simulations we present here provide

us a rough idea about the quality of the reconstructions that we could get.

4.4 Concluding remarks

There have been several works in recent years on the simultaneous

reconstruction of the ultrasound speed and the optical properties of a tissue

in quantitative photoacoustic tomography [56, 59, 69, 143, 145, 146]. All the

methods proposed so far follow the standard two-step approach, i.e. they

attempt to first reconstruct the ultrasound speed c(x) and the initial pressure

field H(x), and then reconstruct the optical properties from H(x) as a second

step. We proposed here a reconstruction strategy that combines the two-step

reconstruction process in PAT into a one-step process to reconstruct directly

the sound speed and the optical properties of interest without reconstructing

the initial pressure field, which is an intermediate variable.

The main advantage of our method is that it allows the use of data

sets from multiple illuminations which can stabilize the reconstruction. When

the intermediate variable, the initial pressure field H, is to be reconstructed

as in [60, 69, 115, 125, 128, 121, 145], it changes with different illuminations

since it depends on the illumination pattern. Therefore, adding data from
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more illuminations simply adds more unknowns in the reconstruction process.

In our case, however, adding more data sets does not add more unknowns since

(c, σ) do not change with illuminations.

The results in [121] together with those in [16, 19] show that our

approach in this chapter allows the unique reconstruction of the ultrasound

speed c(x) and the optical properties (D, σ) with only two well-chosen data

sets, although we reconstruct here only one of the optical coefficients. Our

numerical simulations with synthetic data in Section 4.3 show that the simul-

taneous reconstruction we propose is in fact relatively stable when multiple

data sets are used. We stress that this does not contradict the theoretical

results in [121] on the instability of the problem with a single measurement.

We are currently conducting theoretical studies on the stability property of

our method, as we discuss in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this dissertation, we have presented the hybrid biomedical imaging

modality of quantitative photoacoustic tomography (QPAT) and our contri-

butions to the study of this inverse problem. While this problem has been

well-studied in the case where the ultrasound speed within the medium of

interest is known, our research contributes to the case where the ultrasound

speed is unknown. This is usually the case in practical applications of QPAT.

Our first contribution is an investigation of the stability of QPAT image re-

construction with respect to uncertainties in various model parameters, in

particular the ultrasound speed, which is required a priori in the standard

two-step reconstruction algorithms from the literature. The second contribu-

tion is an algorithm for simultaneous reconstruction of unknown acoustic and

optical properties of the medium of interest from data collected using multiple

illumination patterns.

In Chapter 3 we performed some analytical and numerical studies

on the impact of uncertainty in some model parameters on the quality of the

reconstruction of the optical parameters of interest in both QPAT and the

related problem QFPAT. The motivation comes from the fact that the stan-
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dard two-step reconstruction process which these problems and other hybrid

imaging problems share requires that certain material properties are known in

order to achieve uniqueness and stability of reconstructions for other material

properties of greater importance in imaging. For example, in practice it is

frequently assumed that the ultrasound speed within the tissue is a known

constant. However, it is well-known that there are about ten percent fluctu-

ations in ultrasound speed among different types of soft tissue. Using an ap-

proximation of this model parameter in the reconstruction algorithms causes

severe artifacts in the reconstructed images which reduces their usefulness in

diagnostic medicine.

To address this issue we first proved some stability estimates in sim-

ple cases with certain regularity assumptions. For the QPAT inverse problem

we focused on bounding the error in the reconstructions of the absorption and

Grüneisen parameters (σa,Υ) by the uncertainty in the ultrasound speed c and

the diffusion coefficient D. For QFPAT, we bounded the error in the recon-

structions of the fluorescence absorption coefficient σa,xf by the uncertainty

in the ultrasound speed and the quantum efficiency η. To study the propaga-

tion of uncertainty from model parameters to reconstructions in more general

cases, we adopted a Bayesian statistical framework, following the work in [63],

in order to perform computational characterizations. In this framework, we

modeled all coefficients as random variables. We investigated the posterior

distribution for the tissue’s optical parameters of interest, given a prior distri-

bution for them and conditioned on an observed noisy model parameter, via
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Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling using the Metropolis-Hastings

(M-H) algorithm. These numerical studies demonstrate that uncertainty in the

ultrasound speed in the discontinuous case has a significantly larger impact on

the reconstructions than in the smooth case. This highlights the importance

of a highly accurate ultrasound speed map in real applications of QPAT where

the standard two-step reconstruction strategy is used.

We also investigated the problem of simultaneous reconstruction of a

medium’s optical and acoustic properties (i.e. the optical absorption coefficient

and the ultrasound speed). If the ultrasound speed is treated as an unknown,

the two-step process for QPAT is not optimal since the first step is not stable

[121]. Further, additional data cannot help stabilize the problem in this case.

When an extra illumination source g is used to generate a new data set, an

extra unknown (i.e. another H) is added in the first step of the reconstruction.

In the two-step approach to simultaneous reconstruction in QPAT, if there are

J illumination sources, then the total unknowns to reconstruct in the first step

are c and {Hj}Jj=1, while the true unknown quantities of interest are c,D and

σ. The {Hj}Jj=1 are intermediate quantities.

This observation motivated our one-step reconstruction method, which

seeks the optical and acoustic properties of interest via an optimal control ap-

proach. This optimal control formulation eliminated the problem of adding

more unknowns for each additional data set. We proved that in an appropri-

ate function-space setting the objective functional is Fréchet differentiable, and

computed the partial derivatives with respect to the ultrasound speed and op-
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tical absorption in terms of the state and adjoint diffusion and wave equation

solutions. We developed algorithms for both the linearized and fully nonlinear

inverse problem and tested them with experiments using synthetic data. Our

numerical results indicate that simultaneous reconstruction via optimization

with multiple illumination data is relatively stable. The results also suggest

that recovering two unknowns–wave speed and optical absorption–should only

require two (well-chosen) data sets for stability.

While the research in this dissertation has made contributions to

the problem of QPAT with unknown ultrasound speed, new developments will

broaden the applicability and deepen the theoretical understanding and impact

of our work. We now outline some suggestions for continuation of this study.

5.1 Theoretical questions

We would like to precisely prove the uniqueness and stability of the

reconstructions in our one-step approach from Chapter 4. For uniqueness, we

will follow the work of Stefanov and Uhlmann [121], Bal and Ren [16], and Bal

and Uhlmann [19]. With these results we expect that uniqueness for simulta-

neous reconstruction of (c,D, σ) can be proven with two well-chosen data sets,

in the sense of [16]. For stability, we will pursue in the linearized setting using

the data-splitting formulation of Equation (4.16) and study the properties of

the linear operators Λj
c(c0, σ0) and Λj

σ(c0, σ0). In the fully nonlinear setting

another approach will be necessary to prove stability.
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We would also like to prove sharper bounds for the stability of recon-

structions in QPAT and QFPAT with respect to parameter uncertainties than

the ones we proved in Chapter 3. We believe we can derive upper and lower

bounds which can serve to estimate uncertainty in some settings without the

need for numerical calculations, which are extremely costly. We are also inter-

ested in the development of a rigorous theory for uniqueness and stability of

reconstructions in QFPAT, which does not have such a well-developed theory

as QPAT yet. Ren and Zhao [108] have proved some uniqueness and stability

results for the inverse problem in highly scattering regime which are similar

to results for QPAT in the same regime. Further results by Ren, Zhang and

Zhong will soon be available [106]. Familiar techniques from the QPAT and

hybrid imaging literature might be used to continue developing the QFPAT

theory, particularly in the case of multiple (redundant) excitation illumination

data.

5.2 Different flavors of QPAT

We have seen in Chapter 2 that quantitative photoacoustic imaging

has developed in many different directions in the past decade. We would be

interested in further developing our work in some of these directions.

QPAT with acoustic attenuation or weak optical scattering. We have

focused in this dissertation on QPAT in the single-wavelength, highly scatter-

ing (diffusive) optical regime and assumed no acoustic attenuation effects.
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We can extend our stability analysis and numerical uncertainty quantification

from Chapter 3 to study propagation of error from attenuation parameters

into reconstructed images. It is not so straightforward in the weakly scattering

regime, however. For the radiative transfer model, our numerical characteriza-

tions must be done very carefully. The high cost of solving the forward model

must be considered, and a more computationally efficient sampling method

should be implemented. We will look deeper into recent developments in the

uncertainty quantification literature for guidance in solving these implemen-

tation issues.

We can also pursue simultaneous reconstruction of acoustic attenua-

tion, ultrasound speed, and optical properties in a similar manner to Chapter

4. In the diffusive regime this will lead to increased computational cost and

dimensionality of the problem but should not cause extreme difficulty. How-

ever, applying the method to QPAT in the radiative transfer regime would

require not only an efficient forward solver, but a well-designed optimization

algorithm which can solve the optimal control problem in a feasible manner.

The recent paper of Mamonov and Ren [83] offers a starting point towards

developing our work in this direction.

QPAT with partial or enhanced boundary data. In applications of

inverse problems to medical and seismic imaging, data is typically available

only on some portion of the boundary of the domain of interest, for example in

breast imaging. This motivates the study of QPAT with partial boundary or
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limited-view data [72, 99, 100, 120, 137]. When data can only be measured on a

limited portion of the boundary, it may be possible to enhance reconstructions

by enriching the data. For example, this has been achieved successfully in a

modified photoacoustic experiment (PER-PACT) using a passive element (a

small material with strong optical absorption which is placed outside the tissue

and acts as a photoacoustic source) [61, 62, 109, 133, 134]. Acoustic reflectors

may also be used to redirect the ultrasonic pressure field towards the detector

array and capture information which would otherwise have been lost.

It would be interesting to test the performance of our one-step simul-

taneous reconstruction algorithm for QPAT in a more realistic limited-data

setting. We can investigate the stability of reconstructions with respect to

incomplete measurement data, as well as total error due to both missing data

and uncertain model parameters, in order to better understand the limitations

of image reconstruction in these settings. There are also challenging theoreti-

cal and practical questions regarding uniqueness and stability of reconstruction

of the medium’s optical and/or acoustic properties from the partial boundary

data.
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Appendix 1

Fréchet differentiability of Λ(c, σ; gj)

We provide a brief proof of the differentiability of Λ(c, σ; gj) as stated in

Lemma 1. To simplify the presentation, we will use the short notation ω =
1

c2
,

and therefore ω0 =
1

c2
0

, ω̃ = −2c̃

c3
0

. We will show differentiability of Λ(ω, σ; gj)

with respect to (ω, σ).

Proof of Lemma 1. We first prove the differentiability with respect to ω (and

thus c). Let pj(ω0 + ω̃, σ0) and pj(ω0, σ0) ≡ p0
j be the solution to the wave

equation (4.3) with coefficients (ω0 + ω̃, σ0) and (ω0, σ0) respectively. Define

p̂j = pj(ω0 + ω̃, σ0)−pj(ω0, σ0) and ˆ̂pj = pj(ω0 + ω̃, σ0)−pj(ω0, σ0)− p̃ωj , where

p̃ωj is the solution to (4.14) with −2c̃

c3
0

replaced by ω̃. We then verify that p̂j

solves

(ω0 + ω̃)
∂2p̂j
∂t2
−∆p̂j = −ω̃

∂2p0
j

∂t2
, in (0, T )× Ω

p̂j(0,x) = 0, in Ω
∂p̂j
∂t

(0,x) = 0, in Ω

p̂j(t,x) = 0, on (0, T )× ∂Ω

(1.1)
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and ˆ̂pj solves

ω0
∂2 ˆ̂pj
∂t2
−∆ˆ̂pj = −ω̃ ∂

2p̂j
∂t2

, in (0, T )× Ω

ˆ̂pj(0,x) = 0, in Ω

∂ ˆ̂pj
∂t

(0,x) = 0, in Ω

ˆ̂pj(t,x) = 0, on (0, T )× ∂Ω

(1.2)

With the assumptions in the lemma, we conclude from standard elliptic the-

ory [38, 49] that the diffusion equation (4.9) admits a unique solution u0
j ∈

C4(Ω). This implies that Υσ0u
0
j ∈ C4(Ω). Therefore the wave equation (4.10)

admits a unique solution p0
j ≡ pj(ω0, σ0) ∈ C4((0, T ) × Ω) following theory

in [36, 58]. Moreover,
∂2p0

j

∂t2
∈ C2((0, T ) × Ω) and we have from (1.1) that

p̂j ∈ C3((0, T )× Ω) and

‖p̂j‖H3((0,T )×Ω) ≤ C1‖ω̃
∂2p0

j

∂t2
‖H2((0,T )×Ω) ≤ C1‖

∂2p0
j

∂t2
‖H2((0,T )×Ω)‖ω̃‖H4(Ω)

≤ C1‖p0
j‖H4((0,T )×Ω)‖ω̃‖H4(Ω) ≤ C2‖Υσ0u

0
j‖H4(Ω)‖ω̃‖H4(Ω) (1.3)

Similarly, we have from (1.2) that

‖ ˆ̂pj‖H2((0,T )×Ω) ≤ C̃1‖ω̃
∂2p̂j
∂t2
‖H1((0,T )×Ω) ≤ C̃1‖

∂2p̂j
∂t2
‖H1((0,T )×Ω)‖ω̃‖H4(Ω)

≤ C̃1‖p̂j‖H3((0,T )×Ω)‖ω̃‖H4(Ω). (1.4)

We now combine the trace theorem, (1.3) and (1.4) to get

‖∂
ˆ̂pj
∂n
‖H1/2((0,T )×∂Ω) ≤ C̃2‖Υσ0u

0
j‖H4(Ω)‖ω̃‖2

H4(Ω). (1.5)

This shows the differentiability with respect to ω.
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To prove its differentiability with respect to σ, we observe that Λ(c, σ; gj) =

Λ(c,Hj(σ); gj) is linear with respect to Hj. Therefore, Λ is differentiable with

respect to Hj ∈ C4(Ω) with the derivative at (c0, H
0
j ) in the direction H̃j given

as ΛHj(c0, H
0
j )H̃j =

∂pHj
∂n
|(0,T )×∂Ω where pHj solves

1

c2
0

∂2pHj
∂t2

−∆pHj = 0, in (0, T )× Ω

pHj (0,x) = H̃j, in Ω
∂pHj
∂t

(0,x) = 0, in Ω

pHj (t,x) = 0, on (0, T )× ∂Ω.

(1.6)

We now recall that Hj(σ) : C4(Ω) → C4(Ω) is Fréchet differentiable with the

derivative at σ0 in direction σ̃ given as Hjσ(σ0)σ̃ = Υ(σ̃u0
j + σ0ũj) where

ũj solves (4.11). The chain rule of differentiation then concludes that Λ

is differentiable with respect to σ at σ0 and the derivative is Λj
σ(c0, σ0)σ̃ =

ΛHj(c0, σ0)Hjσ(σ0)σ̃.
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